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Abstract
High dynamic range (HDR) images and videos provide superior picture quality by
allowing a larger range of brightness levels to be captured and reproduced than their
traditional 8-bit low dynamic range (LDR) counterparts. Even with existing 8-bit
displays, picture quality can be significantly improved if the content is first captured in
HDR format and then converted to LDR format. This converting process is called tonemapping. In this thesis, we address different aspects of tone-mapping.
HDR video formats are unlikely to be broadly accepted without the backwardcompatibility with LDR devices. We first consider the case where only the tone-mapped
LDR content is transmitted and the HDR video is reconstructed at the receiver by
inversely tone-mapping the encoded-decoded LDR video. We show that the appropriate
choice of a tone-mapping operator can result in a reconstructed HDR video with good
quality. We develop a statistical model of the distortion resulting from tone-mapping,
compressing, de-compressing and inverse tone-mapping the HDR video. This model is
used to formulate an optimization problem that finds the tone-curve that minimizes the
distortion in the reconstructed HDR video. We also derive a simplified version of the
model that leads to a closed-form solution for the optimization problem.
Next, we consider the case where the HDR content is transmitted using an LDR
and an enhancement layers. We formulate an optimization problem that minimizes the
transmitted bit-rate of a video sequence and also results in the tone-mapped video that
satisfies some desired perceptual appearance. The problem formulation also contains a
constraint that suppresses temporal flickering artifacts.
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We also propose a technique that tone-maps an HDR video directly in a
compression friendly color space (e.g., YCbCr) without the need to convert it to the RGB
domain.
We study the design of 3D HDR-LDR tone-mapping operators. To find the
appropriate tone-mapping characteristics that contribute to good 3D representation,
subjective psychophysical experiments are performed for i) evaluating existing tonemapping operators on 3D HDR images and ii) investigating how the preferred level of
brightness and details differ between 3D and 2D images. The results are analyzed to find
out the desired attributes.
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Introduction and Overview

1.1 Introduction
Human eyes are able to adapt to light conditions with a dynamic range (contrast) of
over 10,000,000,000 : 1. At a single time instant, the human vision can perceive a dynamic
range of the order of 100,000 : 1 [1]. Unlike the wide range of light intensity allowed by the
human vision system, the majority of existing capturing and display devices support only a
range between the order of 100 : 1 to 1,000 : 1 – known for this reason as “Low Dynamic
Range (LDR)”. A new-generation of imaging systems promises to overcome this restriction
by supporting a high dynamic range (HDR) for images and videos, containing and displaying
information that covers the full visible luminance range and the entire color gamut [2].
The fact that HDR imaging offers life-like picture quality has sparked significant
efforts for the development of HDR displaying, capturing, and rendering technologies in
recent years. One such milestone is the innovation of applying LED light sources for LCD
displays and the dual modulation mechanism used for controlling the emitted light [3]. The
first prototype of an HDR display was introduced by a University of British Columbia spinoff company Brightside, which was then acquired by Dolby and led to the establishment of
Dolby Canada. At the time of the writing of this thesis, the commercial version of this HDR
display remains at a prototype stage and is only available to a selected professional market.
Compared to HDR display technologies, the HDR content generation was gained much
more popularity among both professional and regular users. Combining LDR images/videos
with multiple exposures is a common way to produce HDR content [4], [5]. A more direct
but expensive solution for creating high dynamic range content is to use cameras equipped
1

with special sensors that provide a considerably high signal to noise ratio. As the amount of
HDR data is dramatically increasing, compressing HDR data to allow efficient storage and
transmission becomes an essential process. Recently, HDR compression proposals have been
introduced as an extension to the international video coding standard H.264/AVC [6], [7],
[8], [9].
Why is the quantity of HDR data fast growing in spite of the lack of HDR displays?
This is because all LDR displays can provide much better picture quality if the content is first
captured in HDR and then converted to the LDR format. The process that converts the HDR
signal to an LDR format is called tone-mapping. Fig. 1.1 demonstrates the difference
between an LDR image captured in LDR and a tone-mapped LDR image originally captured
in HDR. Tone-mapping the HDR captured images/videos is beneficial since it produces
higher quality content with much less over-saturated and under-saturated areas compared to
the traditional LDR capturing process. In addition, tone-mapping in some cases makes
processing of images and videos easier, and it allows higher degrees of freedom for the artists
who can (during postproduction stage) decide on the final effect/style of the resultant LDR
image. For instance, the white balance problem can be solved with much less difficulty, color
manipulation can be done much more creatively, and the adjustment of contrast and
brightness can be handled much more easily. Such a production pipeline, i.e., shooting in
HDR and then rendering to LDR, has been increasingly gaining interest in movie/television
production and high-end photography [2]. Many Hollywood movie studios have adopted this
preferred approach. A large number of still images tagged with “HDR” can also be found on
the Internet, such as the photo sharing website “Flickr”; these are actually LDR photos that
have been tone-mapped from their HDR origins.
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(a) Captured directly in LDR

(b) Captured in HDR and tone-mapped to LDR
Fig. 1.1: Demonstration of the visual difference of LDR images obtained by a) LDR capturing,
and b) HDR capturing and tone-mapping afterwards.
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HDR imaging technologies have numerous applications in different areas, including
digital photography, computer gaming, home entertainment systems, digital cinema, virtual
reality, and medical imaging.
In the remainder of this chapter, we first describe the current techniques for generating
and displaying HDR content, followed by a background overview of the schemes that are
especially designed to encode HDR data. We then discuss previous studies on tone-mapping
and how its associated temporal and color problems were tackled. Next, we describe existing
studies that attempt to produce 3D HDR images/videos and discuss the viewers’ quality of
experience (QoE) related to 3D content. Finally, we present the thesis statement and
objectives, concluding with a summary of the thesis contributions as well as the organization
of the chapters that follow.

1.2 Generating and Displaying High Dynamic Range Content
1.2.1 Generation of HDR Content
Different approaches have been developed for producing images and videos with a
larger dynamic range. HDR recording was first studied for still image photography where
multiple exposures of a static scene are captured and then combined to construct an HDR
radiance map [5]. Fig. 1.2 shows an example of a scene taken at different exposures, where
each exposure level is able to capture only certain details of the scene. However, this
technique suffers from motion artifacts whenever moving objects exist in the scene or the
camera is shaken during the recording of the multiple exposures. Using a similar idea, Kang
et al. [10] employed an LDR camera with a programmable control unit and studied how to
generate an HDR video from a sequence of frames with alternating bright and dark
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Fig. 1.2: A scene taken at different exposures.
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exposures. This study overcame the temporal artifacts by applying a warping technique as
well as a global and a local registration in order to compensate for pixel motion. An
alternative approach is to separate the light emitted from the scene into multiple copies by a
beam splitter. Each of the beams is then captured by a camera set to different exposures [11],
[12], [13]. Besides generating HDR content using LDR-sensor cameras, recent developments
in sensor technologies are dedicated to increasing the signal to noise ratio for recording a
higher dynamic range in a single capture. In that respect, Pixim Inc. designed a new image
sensor, where pixels are sampled multiple times during a single exposure (using independent
analog-to-digital converters) [14]. In 2008, Fujifilm announced its “super CCD EXR”
sensors where one pixel element consists of two parts: one part is responsible for the high
sensitivity and the other for the low sensitivity. These two parts are then combined to
produce an HDR signal. Gu et al. [15] investigated a new readout architecture for image
sensors in which the readout timing and exposure length can be controlled flexibly for each
row of the sensor. At the time of the writing of this thesis, the camera company RED, whose
products have been used to shoot a number of Hollywood movies, released a professional
camera model called “EPIC” that is able to capture a dynamic range up to 18 stops (yielding
a contrast ratio of about 260,000 : 1) [16].
Another way of obtaining a high dynamic range content is through inverse Tonemapping, a method that attempts to expand the dynamic range of existing 8-bit images and
videos. The objective in this case is to non-linearly map the 256 levels to a larger range of
levels. Meylan et al. [17] developed a scaling function based on the observation that light
sources, highlights and specular surfaces appearing in images should have their pixels
stretched more than the other parts of an image. Recovering the camera response curve is a
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more accurate way to achieving this mapping. Wang et al. [18] argued that a decent
approximation of the response curve may be obtained by simply inverting the gamma
correction function. The technique developed by Farid [19] is able to accurately model the
gamma correction function, without prior information about the scene type, camera model, or
capturing parameters. Rempel et al. [20] worked closely with an HDR display prototype and
based on the model for this display designed a completely automatic contrast enhancement
method that results in a good visual appearance of the legacy 8-bit video on the HDR output
device in real time.
The second difficulty in achieving dynamic range expansion is to recover the missing
information from the under-saturated and over-saturated regions. In [18], texture regions are
first isolated from the regions containing light sources, and then texture synthesis methods
are used to reconstruct the image details in the clipped areas. Di et al. [21] developed a
scheme that restores the clipped pixels in color images, based on the spatial correlation in the
chroma components between a clipped region and its surrounding areas.

1.2.2 Display of HDR Content
Due to their physical limitations, existing display devices provide a dynamic range that
is inadequate for presenting HDR material. For cathode ray tubes (CRTs), the brightness
cannot be very high since it is not safe to deposit too much energy on the screen. The
limitation with the liquid crystal displays (LCDs) lies in the darkest illumination. This is
because liquid crystals cannot completely block the backlight to make the screen look
sufficiently dark. Plasma displays also have a limit on the dark level of their dynamic range.
This level is not fully darkened due to the “pre-charged” mechanism used in this type of
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displays. With this mechanism, each cell (pixel location) is pre-charged before it is lightened
in order to provide fast transition between two brightness states.
The new display and projection technology known as “dual-modulation” promises to
deliver a true high dynamic range visual experience by first employing narrow-wavelength
LED light sources that expand the boundaries of the displayable color gamut (Fig. 1.3(a)).
This expansion is again vastly enlarged with the technology that employs dual modulation or
backlight dimming which greatly enhances the intra- and inter-frame contrast [3]. The
prototype (Fig. 1.3 (b)) built upon this technology was shown to be capable of reaching a
contrast over 150,000 : 1 . Ward [22] applied the “dual-modulation” theory to hard-copy
media and developed an HDR still image viewer using a backlight system and layers of
transparencies as well as stereo optics.

Another emerging HDR solution to hard-copy

material is the reflection print where the device does not contain any light sources and only
ambient light is used. The fluorescent ink is used in the reflection prints since it makes the
print look brighter as it is to transfer the ultraviolet illumination to various visible colors. The
color space of fluorescent inks has also been investigated recently [23], [24].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.3: The LED layer (a) and the Dolby prototype (b) of the high dynamic range display.
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1.3 Encoding High Dynamic Range Content
HDR images and videos need to be compressed or encoded so they can be efficiently
stored and delivered. The advances in HDR display technologies have motivated the use of
extended gamut color spaces. These include xvYCC (x.v.Color) for the home theater [25]
and the Digital Cinema Initiative color space for digital theater applications. Yet, even these
extended color spaces are too limited for the amount of contrast that can be perceived by the
human eye. High dynamic range (HDR) video encoding goes beyond the typical color space
restrictions and attempts to encode all colors that are visible and distinguishable to the human
eye [26]. It is not restricted by the color gamut of the display technology used. Depending on
whether or not the LDR data format is supported, HDR compression schemes can be
classified into two categories: i) single-layer HDR video/image compression and ii)
backward-compatible HDR video/image compression.

1.3.1 Single-Layer HDR Image/Video Compression
The single-layer compression approach encodes HDR signals into a single stream and
does not contain a layer that is backward-compatible with the 8-bit (LDR) playback/display
devices.
HDR signals preserve the colorimetric or photometric pixel values (such as CIE XYZ)
within the visible color gamut and allow for intra-frame contrast to reach the magnitude of
106 : 1, without introducing contouring, banding or posterization artifacts caused by
excessive quantization. The photometric and colorimetric values, such as luminance (cd∙m -2)
or spectral radiance (W∙sr-1∙m-3), span a much larger range of values than the luma and
chroma values (gamma corrected) used in typical video encoding (JPEG, MPEG, etc.). The
obvious representation of these colorimetric values is via floating point numbers. These are,
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however, impractical for image and video coding applications. For that reason, several color
encoding and file formats have been proposed for storing HDR data, including the Radiance
RGBE (.hdr) [27], OpenEXR (.exr) [28] and LogLuv TIFF (.tiff) [29] file formats. The
RGBE format assigns four bytes to represent each pixel: one byte used for the mantissa of
each of the RGB channels and the remaining one byte is used as a shared exponent. The
exponent byte together with the mantissa part is able to represent a value of a very large
range. On the other hand, OpenEXR spends 16 bits for each of the RGB channels: a sign bit,
five bits for the exponent, and ten bits for the mantissa. The LogLuv TIFF format encodes the
data in the logarithmic domain and supports 32 bits per pixel using one sign bit, 15 bits to
encode the log scale of the luminance, and 8 bits for each of the two chrominance channels.
These three formats are considered nearly lossless and require a high data rate, so they are
not favorable for video applications.
In order to achieve higher coding gains, studies were conducted on HDR image/video
lossy compression. Xu et al. proposed an HDR image compression scheme by adapting HDR
signals to the JPEG-2000 coding requirements [30]. Mantiuk et al. [26] developed an MPEGbased HDR video compression method. They derived a color space suitable for encoding
HDR signals based on threshold versus intensity functions of the human visual system. They
drew a conclusion that 10-11 bits are sufficient to encode the full perceivable luminance
range.

1.3.2 Backward-Compatible HDR Image/Video Compression
High dynamic range video formats are unlikely to be broadly accepted if they are not
backward-compatible with existing LDR digital display devices. Such backwardcompatibility can be achieved if the HDR video stream contains 1) a backward-compatible 810

bit video layer, which could be directly displayed on existing devices, and 2) additional
information which along with this 8-bit layer can yield a good quality HDR reconstructed
version of the original HDR content. Such a stream may also contain a residual layer to
further improve the quality of the HDR reconstruction. For still image compression,
backward compatibility can be achieved by encoding a tone-mapped copy of the HDR image
together with a residual image [31] or a ratio image [32] that allows the reconstruction of the
original HDR image. Mantiuk et al. [33], Segall [34], and Winken et al. [7] extended this
approach to video sequences. A tone-mapping curve was encoded together with the tonemapped and residual video sequences. In [33] the residual video sequence was additionally
filtered to remove the information that is not visible to the human eye.
Recently, several proposals for bit-depth scalability have been introduced to provide
backward-compatible HDR video bitstreams. These proposals incorporate backwardcompatible encoding of high fidelity video as an extension to the H.264/AVC video encoding
standard [6], [7], [8], [9]. The extension includes tone-mapping supplemental enhancement
information (SEI) messages, which encode the shape of the tone-mapping curve [6]. The
scalable video coding (SVC) extension [35] is used to encode an additional residual stream
needed to reconstruct the information lost due to tone-mapping, or to provide bit-depth
scalability [7], [8], [34], [36].
In this thesis, we follow the main structure that is compatible with the H.264/AVC
video coding standard. Fig. 1.4 illustrates the general coding structure under such framework.
Depending on the source, the original HDR video can be represented by 12-bit integers or
floating point numbers [27], [28]. Each frame of the HDR video sequence is first tonemapped to an 8-bit LDR image. This LDR frame is then encoded using the H.264/AVC
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standard to generate a compressed stream for the base layer. At the receiver end, the base
layer is decoded to an LDR frame, which is then inversely tone-mapped to an HDR frame.
Compared to the input HDR signal, such a reconstructed HDR frame has information loss
introduced by both tone-mapping and video compression. On the enhancement layer, the
distorted HDR frame is subtracted from the original HDR source, and the difference is
encoded using H.264/AVC again for producing the residual stream. The data streams
generated for the base and the enhancement layers jointly compose the compressed signal of
the backward-compatible HDR video.

Fig. 1.4: System structure of backward-compatible HDR video compression proposed by
H.264/AVC.
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1.4 Tone-Mapping High Dynamic Range Content
In order to visualize HDR content on existing imaging systems, tone-mapping that
converts HDR to 8-bit LDR signals is essential. In this section, we provide an in-depth
overview of current tone-mapping methods and the issues related to tone-mapping including
color correction and temporal inconsistency problems. We also review the studies on
evaluating existing tone-mapping methods.

1.4.1 Tone-Mapping Operators

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1.5: Demonstration of the difference in visual effects using different TMOs. (a) TMO by
Ashikhmin [43], (b) TMO by Mantiuk et al. [44], (c) photographic TMO, (d) Manual mapping
using HDR software Photomatix [45].
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The primary goal of tone-mapping is to reduce the dynamic range of an HDR scene in
a way that preserves specific HDR perceptual effects in the resulting LDR version of the
image/video. A large variety of tone-mapping operators (TMOs) have been developed for
different purposes, such as photographic tone reproduction [38], simulating artistic drawing
[39], adaption to different displays [37], user-interactive tone adjustment [40] and
photoreceptor physiology based modeling [41]. A review of most of these operators can be
found in [2]. Fig. 1.5 illustrates the different visual effects delivered by different TMOs. The
images in (a) (b) and (c) were obatined using an HDR tool called Luminance HDR [42], and
the TMOs are (a) TMO by Ashikhmin [43], (b) TMO by Mantiuk et al. [44], and (c)
photographic TMO. As for the tone-mapped image in (d), we manually mapped the HDR
image using another HDR software Photomatix [45].
TMOs can be generally categorized into two broad classes: global and local operators.
Global TMOs use a single, usually nonlinear, mapping curve for every pixel in the image.
For local operators, the mapping of each pixel is a spatially variant function of its
neighboring pixels. In general, global TMOs are more computationally efficient and better
retain the sensation of the brightness of the original HDR signal. On the other hand, local
operators are able to preserve more details and provide higher local contrast.
Tone-mapping is an essential component in the backward-compatible HDR
image/video compression. Li et al. [46] first considered tone-mapping explicitly so as to
optimize image compression. They used forward and inverse wavelet-based tone-mapping
(compressing and companding) in an iterative optimization loop to minimize HDR quality
loss due to the quantization of the 8-bit tone-mapped image. As this method requires
encoding the tone-mapped image using high bit-rates, it is not suitable for video. Lee et al.
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[47] extended the gradient domain tone-mapping method [48] to video applications using the
temporal information obtained from the video decoding process. In [49] the performance of
several tone-mapping operators in terms of quality loss due to forward and inverse tonemapping was compared. Local tone-mapping operators (spatially variant) were found to be
more prone to quality loss than global operators (spatially invariant). In Chapters 2 and 3 of
this thesis we compare the results of our methods with the two tone-mapping operators that
performed the best in this study: the photographic TMO [38] and the adaptive logarithmic
TMO [50].

1.4.2 Temporal Inconsistency Correction for Tone-Mapping
The fact that tone-mapping is usually applied independently to each frame leads to
incoherence between consecutive LDR frames, known as flickering artifacts. Current
research on tone-mapping has been largely limited to still images, and only a few studies try
to address this temporal problem. Additionally, most studies are restricted to specific (selfcontained) TMOs.
Based on Reinhard et al.'s TMO [38], Kang et al. [10] has proposed a method that
prevents the flicker by smoothing the log-average HDR luminance over a number of frames.
For the same TMO, Grzegorz et al. have applied a human vision model and achieve temporal
adaptation using an exponential decay function [51].
Wang et al. extend the gradient tone-mapping scheme [48] to video applications by
representing an HDR video sequence as a 3D volume of pixels [52]. Another time-dependent
adaptation for [48] is proposed in [47], where the pixel-wise motion information is
incorporated into the objective function.
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Benoit et al. have recently proposed a spatio-temporal tone-mapping method using a
human retina model in [53] and reported that flickering artifacts are more severe for global
TMOs than local ones.
While the above papers focus on temporal extensions for certain TMOs, a tone curve
filtering method which could be adapted to any global tone-mapping operators is briefly
described in [37] as an add-on to their tone-mapping method for still images. Based on the
human vision's peak sensitivity, the temporal variations of the tone curve is forced to be
under 0.5 Hz, by applying a linear-phase low-pass FIR filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.5
Hz. A major disadvantage of this approach lies in its long buffering (30 frames) requirement,
which makes the filter not suitable for real-time video applications.

1.4.3 Color Reproduction for Tone-Mapping
Other than the methods presented in [54] and [55] (where each of the chrominance
channels is tone-mapped differently using the color appearance model), most TMOs have
been originally designed for mapping only the luminance to LDR pixel values. To map color
components, the common approach is to tone-map the luminance channel first and then to
map each of the RGB channels based on (but not necessarily the same as) the tone-mapping
of the luminance (Fig. 1.6). This process is called color correction.
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Fig. 1.6: Conventional approaches to tone-map color images.

The straightforward color correction solution for obtaining colored tone-mapped
images is to map each of the color channels using the exactly same process as in luminance.
This color treatment maintains the color ratio, which can be written as follows [56]:

r

R
y
Y

(1.1)

where R and Y denote the HDR version of the red and the luminance channels, respectively,
while r and y are the 8-bit LDR counterparts. The above equation shows only the mapping of
the red channel. The blue and the green channels can be obtained in the same way. The
saturation of the resulting image/video can be further controlled using a heuristic approach
[57], [58]:

R
r  ( )s  y
Y

(1.2)

where s is the parameter that adjusts the color saturation.
Recently, Mantiuk et al. have reviewed the color correction methods for tone-mapping
and presented another color correction, in the RGB space, that preserves both color ratios and
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luminance but may suffer from strong hue shift, especially for the red and the blue
components [59].
The above methods, were mainly designed for RGB signals and cannot be directly
applied on videos formatted in the YCbCr color space, which is the most commonly used
format in practice. Little work has been done to directly convert high bit-depth videos to 8-bit
ones in the YCbCr domain. In the context of high dynamic range imaging, Toda et al. studied
the chromatic treatment of the Cb and Cr channels [60], but their work has mainly addressed
the creation of YCbCr HDR content, not involving tone-mapping.

1.4.4 Evaluation of Tone-Mapping Operators
Tone mapping of 2D images and videos has been extensively studied and several
subjective evaluations have been conducted. Drago et al. [61] performed subjective tests on
six TMOs with 11 observers and found that the most salient attributes of tone-mapping are
naturalness and detail. Yoshida et al. [62] evaluated seven TMOs using two real-world
scenes for comparison and concluded that global (spatially invariant) TMOs are preferred for
the reproduction of overall contrast and brightness while local (spatially variant) TMOs
perform better for reproducing details in highlights. In 2007, Kuang et al. [63] evaluated
eight tone-mapping methods by having the subjects rate four specific attributes of the images,
namely global contrast, colorfulness, shadow details and sharpness.

Ledda et al. [64]

conducted a subjective experiment by comparing tone-mapped LDR images with the
corresponding HDR images viewed on an HDR display. Ashikhmin and Goyal [65]
performed a reality check for five tone-mapping methods. Their tests were divided into two
parts: with and without real-world scenes as reference for evaluation. No statistically
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significant difference was found between the tested TMOs in terms of subjective preference
if no reference was provided.
On the other hand, the results are very different when physical scenes are used for
comparison. Akyüz et al. [66] investigated the difference between the tone-mapping pipeline
and the conventional LDR pipeline. In [67] Čadík et al. evaluated six different attributes of
images tone-mapped using 14 tone-mapping methods and also employing with and without
real-scene references. Contrary to the Ashikhmin and Goyal’s work, Čadík et al. did not find
statistically significant difference between the results from the tests with and without
physical scenes as references. They then used the scores from the psychophysical
experiments to quantify the contribution of each of the image attributes to the overall quality
of the tone-mapped image.
Objective assessment methods for TMOs have also been studied. Aydin et al. [69]
developed a dynamic range independent image quality measurement method taking into
account the human visual system. Three types of distortion are defined, loss of visible
contrast, amplification of invisible contrast and reversal of visible contrast. With their
method one can assess the quality of a tone-mapped image against the original HDR
counterpart. Recently, Yeganeh and Wang [70] have proposed an objective scheme to
evaluate the quality of tone-mapped images versus HDR images based on the principle of the
multi-scale structural similarity (SSIM) index. This principle compares the luminance,
contrast and structure of local image patches. They also validated their measurement scheme
with subjective experiments.
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1.5 3D Visual Experience
As in the case of HDR imaging, the 3D display technology also aims at providing
viewers with a more realistic visual experience. The 3D displays, however, offer a sense of
scene depth, and 3D content is being produced increasingly to satisfy the demand of the
rapidly growing 3D consumer market. Ideally, the 3D content should be captured in a 3D
HDR representation and viewed on a 3D HDR display, to achieve a more lifelike picture
quality.

1.5.1 3D Display Technologies
An increasing number of theatres and households are being equipped with 3D display
systems. Currently cinemas use either polarized glasses [71] or RGB colors whose
wavelengths slightly differ from one eye to the other eye [72]. Polarized glasses are starting
to appear in household consumer displays, but presently most 3DTVs and computer monitors
employ active shutter glasses. In active shutter based 3D, the display presents the left and the
right views alternatively at a high frame rate. A 3D glasses pair switches between clear and
opaque states, so that only one eye sees the image shown on the display at any instant,
allowing separate images to be viewed by the left and right eyes. Progress is being made
towards producing auto-stereoscopic (glasses-free 3D) displays for the consumer market.
Lenticular lenses, parallax barriers, volumetric and light field displays are examples of autostereoscopic technologies.

1.5.2 Generation of 3D HDR Content
The generation of 3D (stereo) HDR content is quite a recent problem. One of the
critical steps in achieving this goal is to recover the camera response curve from the stereo
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views and, based on this curve, a radiance map of the image or the video frame is produced.
In 2004, Kim and Pollefeys [73] computed the camera response curve from consecutive
frames with different brightness levels, by feature matching as well as stereo matching.
Inspired by this work, Troccoli et al. [74] found correspondences between frames by using all
potential pairs of the input and then formulated a new weighted least square problem in the
logarithmic space in order to recover the response curve. They achieved better results
compared to the work by Kim and Pollefeys [73]. Ning et al. [75] improved the disparity
refinement stage [74] and achieved fewer artifacts by encoding a wider dynamic range.
Ramachandra et al. [76] tackled the motion blur problem resulting from capturing with long
exposure. They proposed a de-blurring scheme that employed a multiscale directional
mechanism using inter-view and inter-frame information. Hrabar et al. [77] proposed a new
technique that constructed the 3D occupancy map by projecting the 3D points into a common
plane and realized high dynamic range stereoscopic vision for outdoor robotics.
Different types of stereo HDR capturing systems have already been built. Huhle et al.
[78] have demonstrated the need for conducting 3D acquisition using the HDR-capable
system. They built two systems that can achieve 3D HDR capturing by setting different
exposures for the adjacent cameras and developed an automatic scheme that selects the best
combination of exposures for creating HDR content for their systems. Unlike other 3D HDR
acquisition schemes, Zhu et al. [79] developed a system that is able to produce a 360-degree
panoramic viewing angle.

1.5.3 3D Quality of Experience
Many factors and parameters may affect the perceptual quality of 3D content. The
psychophysical study conducted by Cormack et al. [80] found that a change in 3D depth
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perception occurs when the luminance contrast approaches a certain detection threshold.
Sharp Laboratories reported that viewers are able to fuse 3D images with larger disparities if
the images contain strong texture [81]. This indicates that the amount of detail present in an
image affects 3D perception. Recently, the concept of 3D quality of experience (QoE) has
gained increasing attention. ITU-R WP6C is making efforts to identify the requirements for
broadcasting 3DTV as well as its subjective testing [82], while the ITU-T Study Group 9 has
added 3D video quality to its tasks [83]. Visual fatigue has been noted as one of the main
factors that affect 3D QoE; Lambooij et al. have provided a summary of its causes [84].
Goldmann et al. investigated the effect of the distance between stereo cameras on the quality
of the stereoscopic videos [85]. They pointed out that only a few levels of 3D quality can be
differentiated as the distance between the cameras varies. Brightness has been noted by
artists to affect perceived quality of 3D content [86], but without quantifying or thoroughly
studying the effect. Most recently, Pourazad et al. [87] have started to study the effect of
brightness in a systematic way by capturing a series of scenes with different exposures from
very dark to very bright and then conducted a subjective evaluation on the 3D perception
quality. According to these results, the brightness levels preferred by viewers for the 2D and
3D cases are similar.
A few objective quality metrics have been proposed for 3D images/videos. Campisi et
al. [88] developed a 3D quality metric by applying existing 2D metrics independently and
then performing a fusion technique to assign an overall score. Unlike [88], Benoit et al. [89]
used the depth information obtained through stereo matching based on 2D metrics and
simultaneously applied the 2D metrics in order to create a larger spectrum of potential
distortions. A similar approach, which considers 2D metrics together with disparity
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information, has been explored by You et al. [90]. In [91], Shao et al. proposed an objective
metric that combines the Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) and the distortion in color and
edge signals. The above metrics require a reference signal for the assessment of 3D quality.
Their main goal is the evaluation of the quality of content that has been degraded through
compression or transmission. Mittal et al. [93] have proposed a no-reference 3D quality
assessment algorithm. However, this method evaluates only the viewing comfort instead of
the overall 3D perceived quality.

1.6 Thesis Motivation and Objectives
1.6.1 Thesis Motivation
Tone-mapping converts HDR images and videos to their LDR counterparts. It plays an
essential role in the current HDR imaging technologies for two reasons: i) the majority of
existing displays are LDR devices, and ii) the combination of HDR capturing and tonemapping provides much better picture quality than regular LDR capturing.
The HDR display is the natural evolution of displays, as they offer lifelike picture
quality and the opportunity for a new market for the entertainment and consumer electronics
sectors. To this end, capturing, transmission and displaying of the new content will be of very
high importance. The HDR video format is unlikely to be broadly accepted immediately due
to the large installed base of existing LDR devices, making the need for backwardcompatibility extremely vital. It is important to efficiently generate backward-compatible
video streams that ensure superior video quality for both the LDR and HDR streams. In the
backward-compatible HDR video coding framework, the compression process follows the
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HDR-LDR tone-mapping process. In its simplest form, only the tone-mapped LDR content is
transmited and the HDR video is reconstructed by inversely tone-mapping the encodeddecoded LDR version of the video. The challenge stems from the fact that tone-mapping is
designed independently from video compression. Both compression and tone-mapping
introduce quantization and quality loss. To overcome this problem, we propose the
minimization of the joint information losses of the two processes: tone-mapping and video
compression, so as to achieve better resulting HDR reconstructed picture quality. However,
finding a tone-mapper that jointly considers the two processes is not easy since the video
coding process is fairly complicated and difficult to model.
To further imporove the quality of the HDR reconstruction, an enhancement layer that
encodes the difference between the orignal and the inversely-tone-mapped HDR signals may
be included in a backward-compatible compression system. The task becomes even more
intersting but requires more effort, if one has to add certain contraints on the image quality of
the LDR version of the HDR video while improving the compression efficiency for the
system containing both LDR (base) and enhancement layers. There are a number of existing
tone-mapping operators that are designed to preserve specific HDR perceptual effects in their
resulting LDR versions. Maintaining a desired LDR effect and at the same time offering high
compression gains would be the preferable tone-mapping solution for video applications. The
favorable preset tone-mapping operator can also be considered as the baseline of the LDR
visual quality which would ensure the resulting tone-mapped content to deliver visually
pleasing quality.
Most tone-mapping methods are derived only for the luminance component. This
mapping function is then used for each of the R, G and B components to generate the LDR
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color image. This color mapping approach cannot be directly applied to most videos since
videos are usually encoded in the YCbCr color space. The YCbCr format is supported by the
major image/video encoding standards, including JPEG 2000 and H.264/AVC. In that
respect, it is desirable to have a tone-mapping color correction approach that is directly
applied in the YCbCr color space.
Three-dimensional (3D) imaging technology provides realistic picture quality and has
thus gained great interest in both the research and industrial communities recently. However,
the introduction of 3D video technology can only be a long-lasting success if its perceived
picture-quality reaches a satisfactory level that significantly surpasses existing 2D standards.
The fact that 3D HDR-LDR tone-mapped images produce fewer under- and over-exposed
image areas than 3D LDR captured images will help the viewers’ perception of the 3D depth.
The superior picture quality of the resulting HDR-LDR tone-mapped content will also add
value to 3D LDR representation. While there are several subjective evaluations of tone
mapping methods for 2D images have been reported, no studies have yet been carried on
tone-mapping for the 3D case. The impact of tone mapping on 3D content has not been
studied. Hence, there is a need to find out what are the attributes of 3D tone-mapping
methods that will result in good 3D representation. The combination of 3D and HDR
imaging technologies will deliver life-like visual experience to viewers.

1.6.2 Thesis Objectives
Based on the above discussion, it is evident that HDR-LDR tone-mapping plays an
important role in the performance of HDR video compression and 3D visualization. These
however are challenging topics. They require significant research that connects high dynamic
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range imaging with the fields of video coding, 3D image/video processing and quality of
experience. Therefore, the objectives of the thesis are:
1. For the backward-comptible HDR video compression case where only the tonemapped LDR content (base layer) is compressed and transmited and the HDR
video is reconstructed by inversely tone-mapping the decoded LDR video: Develop
a model of the distortion resulting from the combined processes of HDR-LDR
tone-mapping, compression and de-compression of the LDR video, and inverse
tone-mapping of the LDR to obtain an HDR video. Based on this model, we find a
tone-mapping curve that minimizes the resulting joint information loss in the
reconstructed HDR video stream.
2. In addition to transmitting the LDR tone-mapped video, an enhancement layer that
encodes the residual signal between the orignal and the inversely-tone-mapped
HDR signals can be also transmitted. This will result in a bettter decoded HDR
video. We study the trade-offs among the LDR video visual quality, the base layer
bit-rate and the enhancement layer bit-rate. Then we develop a new tone-mapping
approach that provides high compression efficiency while maximizing HDR video
quality as well as preserving a desired perceptual quality of the tone-mapped LDR
video.
3. Derive a color correction (also called color mapping) scheme that allows tonemapping to be conducted directly in the YCbCr color space, given the mapping of
the luminance channel.
4. Address the problem of displaying tone-mapped 3D HDR-LDR content on 3D
LDR displays and how it is different from the 2D display scenario.
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1.7 Thesis Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows:
 We develop a statistical model for the distortions resulting from the joint processes
of tone-mapping the HDR to LDR, and compressing, de-compressing and inverse
tone-mapping the LDR content. Using this model, we formulate a constrained
optimization problem that finds the tone-mapping curve that minimizes the
expected value of the distortion in the reconstructed (inversely-tone-mapped) HDR
sequence.
 We modify the above model so that it reduces the computational complexity of the
optimization problem and leads to a closed-form solution. The closed-form solution
is computationally efficient and has a performance comparable to our developed
statistical model. Moreover, the closed-form solution does not require the
knowledge of QP (quantization parameter or quantization level), which makes it
suitable for cases where the compression strength is unknown.
 We show that the appropriate choice of a tone-mapping curve using the distortion
models we developed can significantly improve the quality of the reconstructed
HDR stream that is inversely tone-mapped from the encoded-decoded LDR video.
 In the case where an enhancement layer (that encodes the residual signal between
the orignal and the inversely-tone-mapped HDR signals) is transmitted in addtion
to the LDR version of the video: We develop a global (spatially invariant) tonemapping operator that minimizes the overall bit-rate of both the base layer (i.e., the
LDR video) and the enhancement layer while preserving a desired perceptual
quality of the tone-mapped LDR video content. We derive two statistical models:
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one formulates the bit-rate of the base layer and the other formulates the bit-rate of
the enhancement layer. In order to achieve good perceptual quality, we also
develop a model of the mismatch between our resulting LDR signals and a preset
tone-mapping method. Using a favorable preset tone-mapping operator, TMO, as
the baseline of the LDR quality guarantees that the resulting tone-mapped video
looks pleasant. We incorporate these three models in our optimization problem.
Our results show that the proposed solution provides superior compression
efficiency with a desired perceptual quality for the tone-mapped LDR video.
 To minimize flickering artifacts, we derive an analytical expression that models the
temporal consistency between consecutive resulting LDR frames as a function of
the tone-mapping parameters. Incorporating this model in the constraint of our
optimization problem successfully avoids flickering artifacts which may be
problematic for some existing tone-mapping methods as they are designed
originally for still images. This constraint also improves the coding efficiency
because the temporal difference between two consecutive frames in the tonemapped video is reduced.
 We derive a chromatic mapping method for tone-mapping that works directly in the
YCbCr color space. This color space is most commonly used for video
applications, but unfortunately all conventional color correction (color mapping)
methods for tone-mapping require converting the signal to the RGB domain. Our
method relies on a closed-form mapping solution that has significantly lower
computational complexity as it avoids processes such as color space transformation
and up-sampling which cannot be avoided by the conventional methods.
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 We investigate the quality of displaying tone-mapped 3D content using
stereoscopic LDR displays. We first conduct a subjective psychophysical
experiment that evaluates existing HDR-LDR tone-mapping operators (TMOs) on
the quality of the resulting 3D LDR images. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first attempt to assess TMOs from the 3D perspective. Our results show that
capturing in HDR and then applying tone mapping produce 3D LDR images with
better quality than those obtained by direct LDR capturing. We then undertake
another set of subjective experiments to find out the viewers’ preferred levels of
brightness and scene details in each of the 3D and 2D cases.

1.8 Thesis Organization
Our contributions will be presented in detail in the rest of this thesis. In what follows,
we provide an outline of each of the remaining five chapters.
In Chapter 2, we consider a backward-comptible HDR video compression case where
only the tone-mapped LDR content (base layer) is compressed and transmited and the HDR
video is reconstructed by inversely tone-mapping the decoded LDR video. We present our
solution for finding an optimized tone mapping curve that significantly improves the
reconstructed (inversely-tone-mapped) HDR quality in backward-compatible high dynamic
range image/video compression. We develop a statistical model that approximates the
distortion resulting from the combined processes of tone-mapping and compression and
formulate a numerical optimization problem using this model to find the tone-curve that
minimizes the distortion in the reconstructed HDR sequence. We also develop a simplified
version of the model that leads to a closed-form solution for the optimization problem.
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In Chapter 3, we consider the case where an enhancement layer that encodes the
difference between the orignal and the inversely-tone-mapped HDR signals is also
compressed and transmitted, in addtion to the LDR base layer. We present a new tonemapping approach that provides superior compression efficiency while preserving a desired
perceptual quality of the tone-mapped LDR video. We develop statistical models that
formulate the bit rates of each of the base and the enhancement layers, as well as the
mismatch between the resulting LDR base-layer signal and the predefined base layer
representation. The models are then incorporated in our optimization problem. The temporal
effect of tone-mapping is also considered in order to avoid flickering artifacts.
In Chapter 4, we present our color correction (also called color mapping) method that
is applied directly in the YCbCr color space. We derive a closed-form tone-mapping solution
for the Cb and Cr chrominance components, given the HDR-LDR mapping of the luminance
channel. This solution has significantly lower computational complexity because it avoids
processes such as color space transformation and up-sampling, which are required by the
conventional method.
Chapter 5 addresses the problem of displaying stereoscopic tone-mapped (HDR to
LDR) images on 3D LDR displays and how it is different from the 2D LDR display case. We
first present a subjective psychophysical experiment that evaluates the performance of
existing tone-mapping operators on 3D HDR images. The second part of this study focuses
on how the preferred level of brightness and the preferred amount of details differ between
3D and 2D images by conducting another set of subjective experiments. We analyze the
results from the two tests to find out which attributes of tone-mapping methods will
contribute to good 3D representation.
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Finally, Chapter 6 summaries the contributions of this thesis and proposes suggestions
for future research.
Please note that we have kept the original symbols used in the respective publications
to alleviate cross-referencing. There might hence be some overlaps in notations between
chapters. To remove the ambiguity from these overlaps, we have explicitly redefined the
notations in each of the chapters.
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2

Optimizing a Tone Curve for Backward-Compatible High

Dynamic Range Image/Video Compression
For video compression, the advances of offering high dynamic range visual experience
in display technologies have motivated the use of extended gamut color spaces. These
include xvYCC (x.v.Color) for home theater [94] and the Digital Cinema Initiative color
space for digital theater applications. Yet, even these extended color spaces are too limited
for the amount of contrast that can be perceived by the human eye. HDR video encoding
goes beyond the typical color space restrictions and attempts to encode all colors that are
visible and distinguishable to the human eye [26], and is not restricted by the color gamut of
the display technology used. The main motivation is to create a video format that would be
future-proof and be limited only by the performance of the human visual system (HVS).
Although HDR video offers truly life-like representation, the majority of existing
digital display devices can only support 8-bit video content. Therefore, high dynamic range
video formats are unlikely to be broadly accepted without supporting the backwardcompatibility of these devices. Such backward-compatibility can be achieved if the HDR
video stream contains: 1) a backward-compatible 8-bit video layer which could be directly
displayed on existing devices, and 2) additional information which, along with this 8-bit
layer, can yield a good quality reconstructed version of the original HDR content. Such a
stream can also contain a residual layer to further improve the quality of the HDR
reconstruction.
In this chapter, we address the problem of finding an optimal tone-curve for such a
backward-compatible encoding scheme. To compute the tone-curve, we propose a method
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that minimizes the difference in the video quality between the original and the reconstructed
HDR video. This difference results in quality loss and is due to tone-mapping, encoding,
decoding and inverse tone-mapping the original video. Minimizing this difference would
reduce the size of the HDR residual signal in the enhancement layer. We also achieve the
primary goal of tone-mapping which is to produce an LDR image with a visual response as
similar as possible to the original HDR image. Although the initial assumptions used in our
approach pose a difficult optimization problem, we demonstrate that for typical compression
distortions there exists a closed-form solution that approaches the optimum.

2.1 Problem Statement
In this section, we present the challenges of obtaining a good quality reconstructed
HDR representation in a backward-compatible HDR video encoding system and describe in
detail the approach we propose towards overcoming these challenges.
The performance of a backward-compatible HDR video and image encoding system
depends on the coding efficiency of the LDR base layer and the HDR enhancement layer.
Performance gains can be achieved by finding a TMO that preserves the necessary
information in the LDR base layer so that after it passes through the inverse TMO process,
the resultant HDR reconstructed signal is of high quality. The coding efficiency of the base
layer does not depend much on the TMO used as most TMOs attain a similar level of
contrast in the LDR representation. Therefore, the performance gain lies in the effectiveness
of the inverse TMO in producing a high quality inverse tone-mapped HDR representation.
This in turn determines the resulting HDR quality (when no enhancement layer exists).
It can be deduced from above that the performance of the whole system strongly
depends on the TMO used to produce the LDR representation which, in turn undergoes
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compression. Our proposed approach attempts to find the best global (spatially invariant)
tone-mapping curve that minimizes the mean square error (MSE)1 between the original HDR
content and the reconstructed version obtained after tone-mapping, compression,
decompression, and inverse tone-mapping. This process is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
Let l denote the input HDR image/frame, and v the tone-mapped LDR version as
shown in Fig. 2.1(a). Let

be the decoded LDR frame, and the reconstructed HDR frame

produced after inverse-tone-mapping. Also let

be the set of parameters that control the

tone-mapping operator. Our goal is to find the tone-mapping parameters that minimize MSE,
which we denote

using the norm notation.

The above optimization problem can be solved by exhaustive search, repeatedly tonemapping, encoding, decoding, and then inverse tone-mapping, until the best set of TMO
parameters

is found. Even though this approach guarantees an optimal solution, this

framework requires an unacceptable computational cost. To overcome this problem, we
estimate the distortion due to tone-mapping, encoding, decoding, and inverse tone-mapping
with a statistical distortion model, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1(b). Then, we show that under
certain assumptions that are valid for natural images, an immediate closed-form solution for
this problem can be found.
In the following sections we consider only luminance/luma channels. To tone-map
color images, we use the same tone curve for the red, green and blue color channels. Such
approach was shown to well preserve color appearance for moderate contrast compression

1

choose the mean square error as the HDR quality metric for its simplicity, despite its shortcomings in reflecting the perceptual quality
of images. Moreover, the results shown in Section IV demonstrate that although we minimize the MSE we also achieve image quality gains
in terms of SSIM 141[92].
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 2.1: System overview of the proposed tone-mapping method. (a) demonstrates the ideal
scenario where the actual H.264/AVC encoding is employed. (b) shows the practical scenario
which is addressed by this chapter.
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[59]. Encoding of the enhancement layer (for the residual data) is not considered in this
chapter. The rationale comes from our effort to achieve the best possible HDR reconstruction
and thus the smallest possible residual. As a result, the cost of encoding any additional
refinement layer would be minimized.

2.2 Proposed Solution
In this section, we describe how we parameterize the tone-mapping function,
approximate encoding distortions with a statistical model and then find a closed-form
solution for an optimal tone curve.

2.2.1 Tone Mapping Curve
The global tone-mapping curve is a function that maps HDR luminance values to either
the display’s luminance range [37], or directly to LDR pixel values. In this paper, we
consider the latter case. The tone-mapping curve is usually continuous and non-decreasing.
The two most common shapes for the tone curves are the sigmoidal (“S-shaped”) or a
compressive power function with an exponent < 1 (gamma correction).
According to the Weber-Fechner law [95], the sensitivity of the human visual system
to light is proportional to the logarithm of luminance. Thus, our tone-mapping method will
operate on the logarithmic values of the luminance, which we refer to as HDR values (l =
log10(L) where L is the luminance of the HDR image).
To keep the problem analytically tractable, we parameterize the tone-mapping curve as
a piece-wise linear function with the nodes (lk ,vk), as shown in Fig. 2.2. Each segment k
between two nodes (lk ,vk) and (lk+1 ,vk+1) has a constant width in HDR values equal to
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(0.1

in our implementation). The tone mapping curve can then be uniquely specified by a set of
slopes:

sk =

vk 1  vk

(2.1)



which forms a vector of tone-mapping parameters µ. Using this parameterization, the
forward tone-mapping function is defined as:

v(l )  (l  lk )  sk  vk

(2.2)

where v is the LDR pixel value, k is the segment corresponding to HDR value l, that is
. The inverse mapping function is then:

 v  vk
 lk for sk  0

~
 sk
l (v; sk )  
 l  p L (l ) for sk  0

lS 0
where

.

When the slope is zero (
the entire range

(2.3)

),

is assigned an expected HDR pixel value for

in which the slope is equal zero.

is the probability of HDR pixel

value .

Fig. 2.2: Parameterization of a tone-mapping curve and the notation. The bar-plot in the
background represents an image histogram used to compute p(l).
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2.2.2 Statistical Distortion Model
As mentioned earlier in section 2.1, accurately computing the distorted HDR values
would be too computationally demanding. Instead, we estimate the error

assuming

that the compression distortions follow a known probability distribution
assumption, the expected value of the error
2
~
E[ l  l ] 
2

where

lmax vmax

~

  (l (v~; s

l lmin

v~  0

k

. Under this

is:

)  l ) 2  pC (v(l )  v~ | v(l ))  p L (l )

is the probability that the encoding error equals

(2.4)

. Note that Eqs.

(2.2) and (2.3) show that both v and are uniquely determined by the values of l and ,
respectively. Therefore, the conditional probabilities for these two variables and their
corresponding summations have been removed from the calculation of the expected value of
the error above.
The probability of the HDR pixel value

is in practice found from a histogram of

HDR values and the summation over is performed for each bin of that histogram. The
number of bins is greater than or equal to the number of tone curve segments.
Since a tone curve is uniquely defined by a sequence of its slopes
expected error value in (2.4) can be expressed as a function

, the

For a specific tone curve

defined by the sequence of slopes, the pixel value v is calculated as in (2.2). In practice the
pixel values

and

are integer valued, such that

, whereas, and are

continuous real variables. The rounding operation makes the encoding error estimate in (2.4)
a non-convex function. Therefore, we impose a convex relaxation on the encoding error
function by removing the rounding operator from the calculation of . Moreover, assuming
that the compression error probability is independent of the LDR pixel value , we can
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simplify the expression above by removing the dependency of

on . Consequently, the

continuously relaxed objective function is written as:

 ( sk ) 

lmax vmax

~~
(
 l (v ; sk )  l ) 2  pC (v  v~)  pL (l )

l lmin v~ 0

(2.5)

The only unknown variable is the probability distribution of the compression error
, which can be estimated for any lossy compression scheme. In Appendix A we model
such distribution for the H.264/AVC I-frame coding. However, we will show in Section 2.24
that the distribution of the compression scheme error is not necessary to calculate a good
approximation of the encoding error.

2.2.3 Optimization Problem
The optimum tone curve can be found by minimizing the function
the segment slopes

with respect to

:

arg min  (sk )

(2.6)

subject to:

smin  sk  smax
N

s
k 1

k

for k  1,..., N

   vmax

(2.7)

The first constraint restricts slopes to the allowable range, while the second ensures that the
tone curve spans exactly the range of pixel values from 0 to

. The minimum slope

ensures that the tone-mapping function is strictly increasing and thus invertible and
can be computed. The lack of this assumption introduces discontinuity and local
minima, impeding the use of efficient solvers. Since
0.5/

is set to a very low value (below

this assumption has no significant effect on the resulting tone-curves, which are
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rounded to the nearest pixel values. With

we ensure that we do not try to preserve more

information than what is visible to the human eye. Assuming that the luminance detection
threshold equals

(

), we can write:

~
~
l (v  1; sk )  l (v; sk )  log10 (1.01)

(2.8)

smax  ((log10 (1.01)) 1

(2.9)

so that:

2.2.4 Closed-Form Solution
The distortion model in (2.5) gives a good estimate of compression errors, but poses
two problems for practical implementation in an HDR compression scheme: 1) it requires the
knowledge of the encoding distortion distribution

, and 2) the optimization problem can

only be solved numerically using slow iterative solvers. In order to reduce the complexity of
the optimization problem given in (2.7), we propose the following assumptions that allow us
to cast a simpler optimization problem to which we can find a closed-form solution with
almost no noticeable impact on the compression performance.
If we assume local linearity of the tone curve, so that the slope at the non-distorted
pixel value

and that at the distorted pixel value

is the same, we can then substitute

and in the distortion model (2.5) using the inverse mapping function in (2.3), thus
yields:

 ( sk ) 

~
~)  p (l )  ( v  v ) 2
p
(
v

v
 C
L
sk
l lmin v~ 0
lmax vmax

After reorganizing we get:
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(2.10)

lmax

pL (l ) vmax
 ( sk )   2  pC (v  v~ )  (v  v~) 2
l lmin sk
v~ 0
lmax

p (l )
 (  L 2 )  Var (v  v~ )
l lmin sk
Since the variance of
of the global minimum of

does not depend on the slopes

(2.11)

, it does not affect the location

and thus can be omitted when searching for the minimum.

Our local linearity assumption holds in most cases for two reasons. Firstly, the
distortion distribution

has high kurtosis (see Appendix A) so that most of the distorted

pixels are likely to lie in the same segment as the non-distorted pixel v. Secondly, even if a
distorted pixel ~v moves to another segment, the slopes of two neighboring segments are
usually very close to each other. This assumption has also been confirmed by our results, in
which the tone-curves found using the accurate model from (2.5) and a simplified model
from (2.11) were almost the same (see Section 2.5).
The most important consequence of using the simplified model from (2.11) is that the
optimal tone-curve does not depend on the image compression error, as long as the
compression distortions are not severe enough to invalidate the local linearity assumption.
This means that the optimal tone-curve can be found independently of the compression
algorithm and its quality settings.
The constrained optimization problem defined in (2.6) can now be re-written as
follows:
N

arg min 
s1,...,sN

k 1
N

subject to

pk
sk2

v
sk  max

δ
k 1
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(2.12)

where

, and

and

define the lower and the upper bounds of a segment,

respectively.
This problem can be solved analytically by calculating the first order Karush-KuhnTucker (KKT) optimality conditions of the corresponding Lagrangian, which results in the
following system of equations:

  2 p1
 s3    0
1

  2 p2    0
 s 23



  2 pN
 0

3
s
N

v max
N
 s k    0
 k 1
where

(2.13)

is the Lagrange multiplier. The solution to the above system of equations results in

the slopes

given by:

sk 

v max  p 1k / 3
(2.14)

N

  p
k 1

1/ 3
k

Note that the expression derived in (2.14) does not consider the upper bound constraint
imposed on

in (2.7). Let be the set of the index of a segment with a slope that exceeds

the upper bound. We overcome the upper bound violation using the following adjustment:

s max



1/ 3

s k   (vmax   s max   )  p k
iI

N

   p1j / 3

jI
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for s  I

for s  I

(2.15)

2.3 Experimental Results and Discussion
In this section we first validate the proposed methods: optimization using the statistical
model proposed in Section 2.2.2 and the closed-form solution based on a simplified model
derived in Section 2.2.4. Then, our models are further analyzed based on the generated tone
curve and the distortion of the reconstructed HDR content. The performance of our models is
also evaluated by comparing it with existing tone-mapping methods. We use H.264/AVC
encoding as an example to demonstrate the results. In the experiments below, all tonemapped images are compressed/decompressed using the intra mode of the H.264/AVC
reference software [96] except for Section 2.3.5 where inter-frame mode is also used. To
reconstruct an HDR image from a decoded LDR image, an inverse tone-mapping function is
stored as a lookup table with each encoded image.

2.3.1 Model Validation
In this section, we validate that the statistical model of Section 2.2.2 results in a tonecurve that truly reflects the ground-truth results. Ground-truth results are achieved using the
ideal scheme illustrated in Fig. 2.3(a), where the actual H.264/AVC encoder and decoder are
employed to find the truly optimal piecewise linear tone curve. This ideal scheme is
extremely computationally expensive, and its complexity increases exponentially with the
number of segments. To make the experiment computationally feasible, we divided the tone
curve into four segments of equal width. That is, the dynamic range of each of the segments
is identical. Then the ideal scheme is used to find our ground-truth four-segment tone curve.
Fig. 2.3(a) demonstrates the tone curves generated by the statistical (Section 2.2.2), the
closed-form (Section 2.2.4) and the ground-truth approaches for the H.264/AVC quantization
parameter QP = 22. It can be seen that the tone curves produced by the proposed models are
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(a) Tone curve for image “Memorial”, QP = 22
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(b) HDR MSE vs. Bit Rate, image: “Memorial”
Fig. 2.3: Validation of the proposed models by comparison with the groundtruth solution.
The top figure, (a), shows the tone curves computed using the statistical model, the closedform solution and the ground-truth optimization for the image “Memorial”. The x axis
denotes the HDR luminance in the log-10 scale, and the y axis is the LDR pixel value. (b)
demonstrates the result of HDR MSE (in log10 scale) vs. bit rate (bits/pixel). The lower the
MSE value, the better the image quality.
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very close to the groundtruth curve. Fig. 2.3(b) shows the rate-distortion result in terms of bit
rate vs HDR MSE. The results show that for different encoding bit rates, the reconstructed
HDR images resulting from the two proposed models have very similar MSE relative to the
ground-truth case. This further validates that the performance of the ideal scenario can be
closely estimated by our statistical model and that the local linearity assumption we used to
derive the closed-form solution is justified.

2.3.2 Dependence of the Tone Curves on QP
Next, we verify that the proposed statistical model can be well approximated by the
closed-form solution which produces a tone curve that is independent of QP. The probability
distribution of the H.264/AVC compression errors, which is a function of QP, is included in
the statistical model proposed in Section 2.2.2. This suggests that the generated tone curve
should vary with the value of QP. However, we observed from experiments on a large pool
of HDR images encoded at different QPs that the variation in QP has no significant effect on
the choice of an optimal tone curve. Fig. 2.4 illustrates this observation with an example of
two images and their corresponding tone curves derived from the statistical model for
different QP values (the larger the value of QP, the larger the compression error). The figures
show that the tone curves are not significantly affected by the variation of QP.
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(a) Tone curves for the analytical model, image: “AtriumNight”
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(b) Tone curves for the analytical model, image: “Desk”
Fig. 2.4: Tone curves generated using the statistical model with different QP values for the
images “AtriumNight” and “Desk”. The notation of the axis is the same as Fig. 2.3. The
smaller the value of QP, the better the compression quality. 87 and 88 segments are used
for “AtriumNight” and “Desk” respectively.
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2.3.3 Further Analysis of the Closed-Form Solution
The tone curve resulting from the closed-form solution given by (2.14) can be
generalized as follows:

sk 

v max  p 1k / t
N

  p
k 1

(2.16)

1/ t
k

In our closed-form solution, is set to equal to 3. Note that when

, (2.16) is

identical to the histogram equalization operation. Therefore, we will investigate the
performance of the tone curves obtained from changing the exponent of (2.16).
In the experiment, we set

and

, and compressed the tone-mapped

image using H.264/AVC at different QPs, and evaluated the distortion of the reconstructed
HDR image. In addition to HDR MSE, we also used the popular quality metric known as the
Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) [92] in order to find which t value gives the highest
quality for a particular quality metric. Fig. 2.5 shows the resulting average performance of
over 40 HDR images. The left row in the figure indicates that our closed-form solution
(

) is largely better than the histogram equalization (

) and outperforms all other

cases for HDR MSE. This can be expected, since our approach explicitly minimizes MSE.
However, the same behavior cannot be expected from SSIM: the difference among all cases
is minimal for light and medium compression, while the case of (

) performs slightly

better for strong compression.
From a practical point of view, HDR content is usually prepared for high-quality visual
experience where only light or medium compression quantization is allowed. In this sense,
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the results demonstrated in Fig. 2.5 indicate that our closed-form solution (

) guarantees

good performance.
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(b) SSIM (Average over 40 Images)
Fig. 2.5: Distortion measures for the reconstructed HDR images using the generalized solution
(see (2.16)) with different values of t, averaged over 40 images. The tone-mapped images are
compressed with different quality (QP = 10, 22 and 38), decoded and used to reconstruct HDR
images. The left row, (a), shows the measurement of HDR MSE, where the smaller the value,
the better the image quality. (b) compares the SSIM quality. Higher SSIM values mean better
quality. For each of the 40 images, the segment width is set to be 0.1.
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2.3.4 Comparison with Existing TMOs
In this subsection, we compare the performance of the proposed models to existing
tone-mapping methods. The chosen TMOs are the photographic TMO [38], the adaptive
logarithmic TMO [50] and the display adaptive TMO [37]. In [49], a study was conducted to
find how different TMOs perform when the LDR is inversely tone-mapped. Of the TMOs
that were compared, the photographic TMO and the adaptive logarithmic TMO were found
to outperform other popular tone-mapping methods in backward-compatible HDR image
compression. However, the display adaptive TMO is a recent tone-mapping algorithm at the
time of writing and it employs a similar optimization loop as our technique.
Fig. 2.6 compares the distortion of the reconstructed HDR image versus the
compressed LDR bit rate for different TMOs, averaged over 40 images. This test
demonstrates how successful each TMO is at delivering a good quality HDR by inverse tone
mapping the corresponding LDR representation. The results show that our proposed methods
clearly outperform the other methods in terms of MSE. The difference is not very large for
low bit rates (heavy compression), but the performance of our model dramatically improves
when the compression reaches the point of the medium and light compression. For HDR
MSE = -3 (in log10 scale), which corresponds to QP = 25, we save about 50% of the bit-rate
compared to the best performing competitive TMO for the same quality. Fig. 2.6 also shows
that the proposed statistical model results in a better MSE performance compared to the
closed-form solution.
Although our models are designed for minimizing MSE, the results also indicate that
the proposed TMOs show superior performance for the advanced quality metric, SSIM. In
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Fig. 2.6: Comparison with other tone-mapping methods in terms of MSE and SSIM (for the
reconstructed HDR image) vs. bit rate, averaged over 40 images. The correlation between
image quality and the distortion measures (MSE and SSIM) can be referred to the caption
of Fig. 2.5. MSE and SSIM for all methods represent the reconstruction error without the
correction of the residual/enhancement layer. In the experiment, the segment width of each
image histogram is set to be 0.1.
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terms of SSIM, Fig. 2.6(b) shows that our proposed TMOs result in a better performance and
the improvement is sustained for higher bit rates.
Fig. 2.7, Fig. 2.8 and Fig. 2.9 display the tone curve, rate-distortion curves and tonemapped LDR images for three images. Additional results for more images are included in the
supplementary material. The LDR images shown in these figures demonstrate that the images
tone-mapped using our method also provide good quality. To further demonstrate the quality
of the LDR images generated by the proposed models, Fig. 2.10 shows the distortion maps of
the LDR images compared with their original HDR counterparts. The distortion maps were
generated using the dynamic range independent image quality metric [97], which is the only
available computational metric capable of comparing HDR and tone-mapped images. The
metric visualizes the areas where the visible contrast is lost (green color), or distorted (red
color). The distortions maps indicate that the proposed method causes less contrast loss than
the other tested tone-mapping operators.
The computer graphics community often uses a perceptually-based image difference
predictor, HDR visible difference predictor (VDP) [98], to compare a distorted HDR image
to a reference HDR image. We compared the different TMOs in terms of HDR-VDP and
found that there is no consistent improvement or degradation in performance of the different
TMOs when compression is applied at the LDR layer. Therefore, we do not include
performance evaluations relative to HDR VDP here.
The computational complexity of most global tone mapping operators, such as the
photographic and the logarithmic operators compared in our study, is linear to the number of
pixels, i.e., O(N). The same holds for our closed form solution, in which the most expensive
part is computing an image histogram. The solution based on the statistical model is more
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Fig. 2.7: Rate-distortion curves, tone curves and tone-mapped images for the image “Coby”.
The first row demonstrates the resulting tone-curves with different TMOs, followed by the
results for MSE and SSIM vs. bit rates; the second row shows tone-mapped LDR images using
the proposed statistical model and the closed-form solution. The third row shows the tonemapped images using the existing tone-mapping methods. All the tone-mapped images shown
are compressed. The compression quantization parameters used for “Coby” is 10. The number
of segments used for the histogram is 36.
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Fig. 2.8: Rate-distortion curves, tone curves and tone-mapped images for the image
“AtriumNight”. The notation is the same as Fig. 2.7. The compression quantization
parameters used is 22. The number of segments used for the histogram is 87.
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Fig. 2.9: Rate-distortion curves, tone curves and tone-mapped images for the image
“BristolBridge”. The notation is the same as Fig. 2.7. The compression quantization
parameters used is 38. The number of segments used for the histogram is 39.
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computationally expensive because it requires several iterations for the optimization
procedure to converge. For comparison, the closed-form solution requires about 0.9 seconds
and the statistical approach 20 seconds to complete using non-optimized MATLAB code on
a 3 GHz CPU computer.

Statistical (Proposed) Close-form(Proposed)

Photographic

Logarithmic

Adaptive Display

(a) AtriumNight, distortion maps of tone-mapped images (no compression)

Statistical (Proposed) Close-form(Proposed)

Photographic

Logarithmic

Adaptive Display

(b) Coby, distortion maps of tone-mapped images (no compression)

Statistical (Proposed) Close-form(Proposed)

Photographic

Logarithmic

Adaptive Display

(c) BristolBridge, distortion maps of tone-mapped images (no compression)
Fig. 2.10: Distortion maps of the LDR images relative to the original HDR images. The LDR
images evaluated have not been compressed. In each of the distortion maps, three colors denote
three different types of distortions: green for loss of visible contrast; blue for amplification of
invisible contrast; red for reversal of visible contrast. The higher intensity of a color correlates
with higher distortion of that type. In general, the less colored regions and lighter color intensity
denote better LDR image quality.
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2.3.5 Adapting Tone Curves for JVT Bit-Depth Scalable Encoding
In this section, we demonstrate the efficiency gains that can be expected when the
proposed tone-mapping technique is used in combination with the Joint Video Team (JVT)
bit-depth scalable extensions [35]. For that purpose, we tone-map the JVT standard
sequences [99] using our closed-form method, and then compare the compression
performance between the sequences generated by our method and the generic tone-mapping
used in the test sequences.
The JVT test sequences are provided as 10-bit extended dynamic range frames and the
corresponding 8-bit tone-mapped frames. The 10-bit frames contain gamma corrected
footage from a high-end camera that can capture an extended dynamic range. We assume that
the gamma correction has a similar effect as the logarithmic function that we apply to linear
luminance values to account for the Weber law. Therefore, we use the 10-bit frames directly
as an input to our algorithm. One important issue to consider is flickering, which our method
can cause when used on video sequences. This is because the computed tone-curves solely
depend on scene content, which can abruptly change from frame to frame. To prevent such
flickering, we apply a low-pass filter to the generated tone-curves, identical to that in [37].
For comparison, we also generate tone-mapped sequences without the temporal filter.
Fig. 2.11 shows the comparison of the compression performance for our method
(closed-form solution) with and without the temporal filtering, and the generic tone-mapping
used for the JVT test sequences. The temporal filtering did not change significantly
compression performance for these test sequences (compare black and red curves in Fig.
2.10). This is because the frames did not contain any abrupt scene changes that could cause
flickering. For two sequences (Freeway and Waves), our method gave a significant
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improvement over a generic tone-mapping that was not optimized for video compression
(compare red and dashed-blue curves). The improvement is especially large for higher bitrates. For the third sequence (Plane), the compression performance was very similar for both
methods. Slightly worse results for our method for medium bit-rates can be explained by the
approximations used in the closed-form solution. The tone-mapped sequence provided by the
JVT was coincidentally well conditioned for video compression. However, large
improvements for the two remaining sequences illustrate the gains that can be expected from
the proposed method when used in combination with the JVT bit-depth scalable coding.
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Fig. 2.11: Compression performance for the proposed method used with the JVT bit-depth
scalable encoding. The comparison is made between the closed-form solution of our method
(solid-circle), the same method but with the temporal filter that prevents flickering (dashedtriangle), and the generic tone-mapping used in the JVT test sequences (dashed-circle). The xaxis denotes the bit rate in Mbit/s at 30Hz of frame rate, and the y-axis is the PSNR between the
original 10-bit video and its inversely-tone-mapped version. 100 segments are used in the
histogram for each of three sequences.
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2.4 Discussion
Our proposed tone-mapping methods can directly improve the compression efficiency
of bit-depth scalable video coding. The proposed methods are designed to produce a better
reconstructed HDR representation. A direct consequence of this design objective is a
reduction in the size of the higher bit-depth enhancement layer which contains the difference
between the reconstructed HDR image and the original one. Thus, our method can lower the
total bit rate for the bit-depth scalable coding.
Although the primary goal of tone-mapping algorithms is to optimize the visual quality
of the displayed LDR image, we instead designed a tone-mapping operator that optimizes the
compression performance in the backward-compatible encoding scheme. Numerous
algorithms in the literature have considered the primary objective that explicitly focuses on
producing good quality tone-mapped images. This group of algorithms include the
photographic [38], logarithmic [50] and display adaptive [37] TMOs considered in this paper.
The tone-curve that meets both objectives can be approximated by the linear combination of
the tone-curves produced by our method and these algorithms. Moreover, our study shows
that the overall quality of images tone-mapped with our method is comparable to other tonemapping algorithms and none of the tone-mapped images we generated was considered as
unacceptable. This means that for the applications that do not require a finely adjusted
backward-compatible layer, our method can be used directly.
Our considerations are limited to the global tone-curves used for the entire frame while
many modern tone-mapping methods use local (spatially varying) processing to retain more
details and produce better looking images. However, the study in [49] showed that local tonemapping operators result in worse compression performance than global operators. This
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suggests that there is a trade-off between choosing a tone-mapping operator that is optimal
for preserving HDR information in compressed images and an operator that produces the best
looking images. Such a trade-off will be studied in the next chapter.
Finally, tone-mapping each frame of a video sequence independently can produce
flickering since the tone-curve can change rapidly from frame to frame. This, however, can
be avoided when a low-pass filter is applied on the sequence of computed tone-curves, as
done in [37].

2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we showed that the appropriate choice of a tone-mapping operator
(TMO) can significantly improve the reconstructed HDR quality. We developed a statistical
model that approximates the distortion resulting from the combined processes of tonemapping and compression. Using this model, we formulated a constrained optimization
problem that finds the tone-curve which minimizes the expected HDR MSE. The resulting
optimization problem, however, suffers from high computational complexity. Therefore, we
presented a few simplifying assumptions that allowed us to reduce the optimization problem
to an analytically tractable form with a closed-form solution. The closed-form solution is
computationally efficient and has a performance compatible to our developed statistical
model. Moreover, the closed-form solution does not require the knowledge of QP, which
makes it suitable for cases where the compression strength is unknown. Although our models
are designed to minimize HDR MSE, extensive performance evaluations show that the
proposed methods provides excellent performance in terms of SSIM and the LDR image
quality, in addition to an outstanding performance in MSE.
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3

Visually Favorable Tone-Mapping with High Compression

Performance in Bit-Depth Scalable Video Coding
The compression efficiency of a backward compatible HDR image/video coding
scheme depends on i) the LDR representation, and ii) the inversely-tone-mapped HDR
signal that affects the coding performance of the enhancement layer. Both of these signals are
closely determined by the tone-mapping operator. In the previous chapter we showed that the
appropriate choice of a tone-mapping operator can significantly improve the reconstructed
(inversely tone-mapped) HDR quality. However, the bit-rates of the base layer and the
enhancement layer were not considered explicitly. In addition to compression performance,
tone-mapping should deliver visually pleasing content and this is the main intention of most
existing tone-mapping operators. Based on these observations, this chapter describes the
design of a tone-mapping operator that preserves a preset LDR perceptual quality while
minimizing the base layer bit-rate and the enhancement layer bit-rate. Our solution also
considers the temporal consistency between consecutive frames in order to avoid flickering
artifacts, which may be problematic for most existing tone-mapping methods as they are
specifically designed for still images.

3.1 Problem Statement
In bit-depth scalable video coding, the high bit-depth input video signal is split into a
tone-mapped 8-bit LDR base layer and a high bit-depth enhancement layer. The LDR base
layer encodes a tone-mapped representation of the input video while the enhancement layer
encodes the residual between the original video and inverse tone-mapped base layer
representation. These two layers are strongly affected by the tone-mapping operator.
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Moreover, the encoding of these two layers determines the coding efficiency of the resulting
scalable video bitstream. Therefore, it is imperative to characterize the bit-rates of each of the
base and enhancement layer as a function of the tone-mapping parameters and then find the
parameters that minimize these bitrates while adhering to a prescribed LDR perceptual
quality and maximizing the high-bit depth reconstruction quality. The temporal aspect of
tone-mapping also affects the coding efficiency. Tone-mapping every individual frame
separately may result in temporal inconsistencies (or flickering) in the LDR video sequence,
which in turn negatively affects the inter-frame coding.
Our goal is to derive a global (spatially invariant) tone-mapping operator that
minimizes the overall bit rate (both base layer and enhancement layer) while preserving a
desired perceptual quality for the tone-mapped LDR video content. We develop numerical
models

and

that estimate the bit rates of the base and the enhancement layers

respectively, and incorporate them in our optimization problem. In order to achieve good
perceptual quality, we introduce a quality mismatch term

as the mean square error (MSE)

between the LDR signal produced by our proposed scheme and the pre-set tone-mapping
method. Despite the fact that MSE itself has shortcomings in reflecting the human visual
response, we will show that our solution can benefit from this simple metric in a perceptual
sense. Our tone-mapped video is shifted away from the pre-set TMO; however, it maintains
the desired perceptual quality in the resulting LDR video. Moreover, we introduce a
sensitivity term, , that restricts the temporal flickering artifacts by ensuring that the average
brightness of consecutive frames changes smoothly based on the HDR input.
In practice, the HDR video should conform to video coding standards that support the
unsigned integer format as opposed to the floating-point formats, such as EXR and RGBE,
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which are mostly used for still images. Our tone-mapping operator is designed in a way that
it can be applied directly to integer-valued high-bit-depth video.
We denote by

the original HDR signal; and let

be the reference LDR signal

obtained using the predefined tone-mapping scheme. Let

be the achieved uncompressed

LDR representation using our proposed scheme. Denote by

the compressed LDR and

the

reconstructed HDR achieved by inversely tone-mapping . As mentioned before, we use
as the estimate for the LDR quality given by the MSE between

and ; while

and

are

the estimates for the base layer (LDR) and enhancement layer (HDR residual) bit-rates,
respectively.
Since our goal is to improve the compression efficiency of the bit-depth scalable bitstream, we propose a tone-mapping scheme that solves the following constrained
optimization problem:

min w1 Re ( , t )  w2 Rb ( , t )  w3QL ( , t , z )

(3.1)



subject to:

( , Yt 1 , Yt , yt 1 )  0.
where

denotes the tone-mapping parameters, and

constants. The function

,

(3.2)
, and

are regularizing

is the mismatch in average brightness between two consecutive

LDR frames. The constraint (3.2) is used to keep temporal consistency between consecutive
video frames using the information from the previous and the current HDR frames as well as
the previous tone-mapped frame.
In what follows, we develop explicit formulations of each of

,

,

and

as

convex functions of the tone-mapping parameters . Consequently, problem (3.1) is a convex
constrained optimization problem which can be solved in polynomial time. The solution to
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problem (3.1) is the parameters that define the tone-mapping curve the luminance channel. In
general, capitalized symbols in this chapter denote high-bit-depth signals while the lower
case ones correspond to their 8-bit counterparts. A symbol with a tilde (~) denotes the
distorted version of the variable.

3.2 Proposed Solution
In this section, we define the tone-mapping parameters

and formulate each of the

terms in our optimization problem (3.1) as functions of .

3.2.1 Tone-Mapping Parameters
For combined flexibility and tractability, we use a piecewise linear tone-curve as
shown in Fig. 3.1.

Fig. 3.1: Parameterization of a tone-curve. The grey bar-plot represents the image histogram
used to compute
. The actual number of segments is usually much greater than that in this
illustration.

The tone-curve is divided into a number of segments ( ) of equal and small enough
width , with nodes

defining a segment edge. The segment height is given by:

, and the forward tone-mapping function is defined as:
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y (Y ) = (Y  Yk ) 
where

xk



 yk ,

is the LDR value that corresponds to the HDR value

segment that

(3.3)
.

denotes the index of

belongs to.

The tone-curve can then be fully defined using a set of segment heights

, that is

. Since the aim is to find a TMO that minimizes (3.1), we model the
LDR quality (

), the LDR bit-rate (

), the enhancement layer bit-rate (

) and the

difference of overall brightness between consecutive LDR frames ( ) as functions of the
parameter vector . This allows us to avoid the expensive computation of each of these costs.
Without the numerical models of these cost, the calculation of each of these costs would have
required us to actually tone-map and encode every frame for each change in the parameters.

3.2.2 LDR Quality Mismatch
Our objective is to find a tone-curve that achieves better compression efficiency while
maintaining a predefined LDR picture quality. Therefore, we introduce the LDR quality
mismatch term

to measure the mean squared error (MSE) between the LDR picture

produced using a perceptual TMO and the LDR picture

resulting from the minimization of

(3.1).
We define the cost
show that

as the expected value of the norm

. We will

can be well approximated by a quadratic function of

. First, we

find the piecewise linear approximation of the TMO that produces . Let the nodes of the
reference curve be

and its heights be

; also let

be the

corresponding forward tone-mapping function using the reference tone curve. Then the
expected value of

can be expressed as
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h
E || z  y ||  =   ((Y  Y )

2
2

N Yk 1

k

k

 z k  ((Y  Yk )

k =1 Y =Yk

where

is the number of segments and

xk



 y k )) 2 Pr (Y )

is the probability of the HDR values

(3.4)
in the

image. Assume that the expected value of the HDR values in each segment is located in its
center. That is,

for

.

By rearranging (3.4), we have





N

E || z  y || 22 = (
k =1

Notice that the term

k 1
hk k 1
x
 h j  ( k  x j )) 2  p(k )
2 j =1
2 j =1

(3.5)

hk k 1
 h j can be pre-computed and is independent of the optimization.
2 j =1

N
x k k 1
hk k 1
xk k 1
 x j is linear in . If we denote  ( xk ) = (  h j  (  x j )) 2 , we can now
2 j =1
2 j =1
k =1 2
j =1

express the expected value of the LDR mismatch as:
k 1

E (QL ) =  ( xk ) p(k )

(3.6)

j =1

3.2.3 HDR Bit-Rate
We model the enhancement layer bit-rate

as a function

, where

is the

high bit-depth signal produced by inverse tone-mapping (iTM) the compressed LDR base
layer signal . Our experiments have shown that there exists a high correlation between
and

, which is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. We incorporate the model developed in our

previous work [105] to approximate

which leads to the estimation of

summarize the key points below.
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Fig. 3.2: Correlation between the enhancement layer bit-rate and

In [105] we estimated the expected value of
of the enhancement layer residual
and the HDR image histogram

.

, by considering the distribution

. The resulting estimate is a function of the heights
:
N

E ( Re )  c1    
2

k =1

where

11

p(k )
xk2

denotes the number of segments of the video frame and

(3.7)
is a constant related to

the variance of the distribution function for the compression. The simplicity of this
formulation contributes to the efficient performance of the optimization. The above model is
incorporated into an optimization problem, and a closed solution is found:
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sk =

ymax  p(k )1/3
N

   p(k )1/3

.

(3.8)

k =1

3.2.4 LDR Bit-Rate
In this section, we estimate the LDR bit-rate
parameters

as a linear function of the TMO

. To that end, we follow the findings in [100] where it is shown that the intra-

frame bit-rate

and the norm of the image gradient  are highly correlated, such that

Rb = c2  
where

(3.9)

is a constant given by the quantization parameter (QP) of the compression scheme.

The image gradient  can be expressed as follows:



= v h
=

1 m n
 | I (i, j )  I (i  1, j ) |
mn i =1 j =1
1 m n

 | I (i, j )  I (i, j  1) |
mn i =1 j =1

(3.10)

where m and n are the dimensions of an image I ,  v and  h are the vertical and horizontal
gradient components, respectively.
Let
image, let

be the current HDR pixel intensity indexed by row and column of the
refer to the intensity of its immediate right/bottom pixel, and

TMO segments. For every HDR pixel with intensity

the number of

we find the conditional probability

that the adjacent (right or bottom) pixel has an intensity equal to

. These

conditional probabilities are computed prior to the optimization process and stored as lookup
tables.
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Letting

be the probability of the current HDR value

evaluated from the image

histogram and also assuming that the mean of the HDR pixel intensities in each segment falls
at its center, we use equation (3.3) to express the expected value of  h in terms of x k as
shown below:
N Yc 1 N Ya 1

 h =     | y (Y )  y (Y ) | Pr (Y  | Y ) Pr (Y )
c =1 Y =Yc a =1 Y =Ya
N

N

  |
c =1 a =1

 xc
 x
 y c  ( a  y a ) | d h (c, a ) p (c )
2 
2 

(3.11)

xc c 1
xa a 1
  |  xi  (  x j ) | d h (c, a) p(c)
2 i =1
2 j =1
c =1 a =1
N

where

N

is the segment index of the current pixel,

is the segment index of the adjacent

pixel, and

.

is obtained

from the HDR image histogram.
We can obtain a similar expression for the expected value of  v . Letting

q(c, a) = (d h (c, a)  d v (c, a)) p(c) , the expected value of  is given by:

xc c 1
xa a 1
E ( )   |  xi  (  x j ) | q(c, a)
2 j =1
c =1 a =1 2
i =1
N

N

(3.12)

N

=  k xk
k =1

where
N

k = 
i =1

N
q(i, k ) k 1 q(k , j )
 (
  q(i, j ))
2
2
j =1
i = k 1

q(k , j ) k 1
 (
 q(i, j ))
2
j = k 1
i =1
N
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(3.13)

Note that

depends only on the HDR image and can be computed prior to finding the

TMO.
Though the model was derived for H.264/AVC coding, it can be applied to other
coding methods. This is because most compression approaches favor low frequency
components and the bit-rate of the compressed stream will be low if the gradient (amount of
high frequency components) is low.
Please note that this model does not apply to inter-frames, which is reflected in the
constraint of our optimization formulation by imposing the maximum difference in average
brightness between consecutive LDR frames. We found that the difference in average
brightness between consecutive tone-mapping frames (from the same HDR video) is
correlated to the bit rate used for encoding the inter frames. Fig. 3.3 demonstrates this
relationship.
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Fig. 3.3: Correlation between the temporal bit-rate and difference in average brightness
between consecutive tone-mapped frames. The videos used in the test are all tone-mapped from
the same HDR video sequence.
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3.2.5 Temporal Consistency between Consecutive Frames
In order to avoid temporal inconsistency between consecutive tone-mapped video
frames, we impose a constraint on the difference in overall brightness between the current
(which is not known) and the previous LDR frames. This difference must meet two
properties: i) If the current high-bit-depth frame is brighter than the previous one, then the
current (being derived) LDR frame should be brighter than the previous tone-mapped frame,
and vice versa. ii) The amount of difference for the LDR frames should be closely related to
that for the high-bit-depth frames. Based on these observations, we formulate the difference
constraint in LDR brightness ( ) in terms of the tone-mapping parameter

as well as the

brightness of the current and the previous high-bit-depth frames and that of the previous
tone-mapped frame. Denote the average brightness of a frame as

and

to be the

maximum intensity value of the high bit-depth signal, e.g., 1023 for a 10-bit signal. The
constraint can be written as:

(1  sgn( (Yt )   (Yt 1 ))   ) 

255
 ( (Yt )   (Yt 1 ))
D

  ( y t )   ( y t 1 )

(3.14)

 (1  sgn( (Yt )   (Yt 1 ))   ) 
where

255
 ( (Yt )   (Yt 1 ))
D

is the sign operator. The tolerance parameter

is used to control how far can

the brightness of the current frame differ from that of the previous one, and 20% is used in
our experiment.
In practice, the values of average brightness
and can be computed easily.

,

and

are known

can be estimated by its expected value and be written as

a function of the tone-mapping parameters:
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N

E ( ( y t )) = (
k =1

x k k 1
 x j )  p(k )
2 j =1
(3.15)

N

=  (k )  x k
k =1

where

is a simple linear combination of

:

N
 p(k )

p( j ) for

 2
j = k 1

 (k ) = 
 p(k )

for
 2

k = 1,..., N  1,
(3.16)

k = N.

The constraint in (14) can be re-organized as:
N

Ql (t )   (k )  xk  Qu (t )

(3.17)

k =1

where

Ql (t ) = (1  sgn( (Yt )   (Yt 1 ))   ) 

255
D

(3.18)

 ( (Yt )   (Yt 1 ))   ( yt 1 )
and

Qu (t ) = (1  sgn( (Yt )   (Yt 1 ))   ) 
 ( (Yt )   (Yt 1 ))   ( yt 1 )

255
D

(3.19)

3.2.6 Optimization Formulation
Using the models described above, the optimal tone-mapping curve is obtained by
finding the TMO parameters
expected values of

,

and

that minimizes the joint cost of the
:
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N

min


( w  E ( R )  w
1

e

2

 E ( Rb )  w3  E (QL ))

k =1

N

s.t.

x

= ymax

k
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Ql (t )   (k )  xk  Qu (t )
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The first constraint ensures that the tone curve will cover exactly the entire range of
LDR pixel values (255). The second constraint indicates the slope of each segment is not
greater than one. This avoids allocating more intensity levels for a segment in the LDR
version than the number of levels encoded in the HDR segment. The last constraint
eliminates the temporal inconsistency between consecutive tone-mapped frames. The
weighting factors

,

and

can be adjusted according to users' preference or the picture

content. From our extensive experiments, we found a set of moderate values for

,

and

that will ensure desired LDR quality and high compression efficiency, which will be
discussed in detail in Section 3.3.

3.3 Experimental Results and Discussion
In this section, we validate the proposed models which estimate the base layer and
enhancement layer bit-rates, ensure the LDR visual quality, avoid the temporal consistency
between consecutive frames, and conduct fast color correction. Then the compression
performance of our solution is demonstrated and analyzed. All the compression is conducted
using the bit-depth scalable video encoder provided by the Joint Video Team (JVT) [101].
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The illustration of the system structure of this encoder can be found in Fig. 1.4. The core of
the encoding closely follows the H.264/AVC video compression standard. To reconstruct an
HDR frame from a decoded LDR video, an inverse tone-mapping function is stored as a
lookup table with each encoded frame. Input HDR videos are either 10 bits or 12 bits per
color component for each pixel.

3.3.1 Validation of the Models

and

Two models are introduced in the base layer:

that reflects the base layer bit-rate and

that controls the visual quality of the tone-mapped content. In order to validate these two
models, we set the weighting factor of the enhancement layer bit rate model
addition, we fix the weight for
and

to 1 and vary the weight for

to zero. In

. In summary,

,

is set to different values in (3.20). Tone-mapped videos are produced by

running the optimization with these settings and each video is then compressed with a set of
quantization parameters. The display adaptive TMO is used in this test. Two measurements
are obtained from this test: i) the difference, measured in peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) or
structural similarity (SSIM) index, between the tone-mapped videos using the reference
TMO and our models with the above settings, and ii) bit rates of compressing the tonemapped videos in the base layer.
Fig. 3.4 demonstrates the behavior of the three variables (LDR bit rate, PSNR, and
SSIM) as the ratio between the weights of

and

varies for three video. The quantization

parameter (QP) in the compression is set to be 37. The weight ratio is increasing between
and

as the "weight index" in the figures changes from 1 to 11. It can be seen from the

figure that when the contribution of the base layer bit-rate model

increases, the resultant

bit-rate from the compression becomes smaller, and, at the same time, the PSNR and the
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SSIM drops since the influence of the visual quality model

is less. The results justify that

visual effect (the difference from content generated using the reference TMO) can be
modeled by

and the base layer bit-rate can be well approximated by

.
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Fig. 3.4: Demonstration of the change of base layer bit rate, PSNR, and SSIM versus base as
the weights of
and
vary. The values of weight index 1 - 11 correspond to 100, 50, 25,
12, 6, 3, 1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125, and 0.0625 for
(
and
are fixed to 0 and 1, respectively),
respectively. Three video sequences are used: (i) Freeway (1920 x 1080, 10 bits), (ii) Library
(1920 x 1080, 12 bits), and (iii) Sunrise (1920 x 1080, 12 bits).
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3.3.2 Validation of the Model
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Fig. 3.5: Comparison of bit rate of the enhancement layer among tone-mapping schemes:
tone-mapping used by JVT, display adaptive TMO and our proposed model. The x-axis
denotes different QP values used to encode the sequences and y-axis means the bit rate of
enhancement layer. The specifications of the three video sequences can be found in the
caption of Fig. 3.4.

The enhancement layer bit rate model

accounts for the difference between the

original and the reconstructed high-bit-depth videos. This difference will be encoded and, in
turn, affects the bit-rate of the enhancement layer. To validate
factor of

to be 1 and the other two weighting factors (
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and

, we assign the weighting
) to be zero in (3.20).

Such setting demonstrates the sole effect of the enhancement layer bit rate. HD quality
videos (1920 x 1080) are used in this experiment.
Fig. 3.5 shows the enhancement layer bit rates of different video sequences using three
tone-mapping schemes: i) methods that JVT uses, ii) display adaptive TMO, and iii) our
model for enhancement layer bit rate

. For each of the videos, five QP values are used: 12,

17, 22, 27, 32 and 37. It can be observed that while the other two tone-mapping methods vary
in performance for different videos, our model always guarantees the lowest bit-rate of the
enhancement layer. For some sequences (e.g., "Sunrise"), the gain is improved significantly
using our model. The only exception comes from the video "Freeway", where the display
adaptive TMO has comparable performance to the proposed model for QPs greater than 22.
The results validate that the bit rate of enhancement layer can be closely estimated out of the
proposed model

.

3.3.3 Compression Performance
This sub-section demonstrates the compression gains that can be achieved using the
proposed solution. We evaluated the picture quality using the peak signal to noise ratio
(PSNR) and the structure similarity index (SSIM) against the joint bit-rate of the base and the
enhancement layers.
We obtain an interesting observation that the model of the base layer bit-rate (

) does

not contribute to improving the overall coding performance, which is illustrated in Fig. 3.6.
In this test, the weights of

and

are fixed to 1 while

(the weight of

) varies from 2

to 400. It is seen that for a fixing quality level, the total bit rate remains the same or increases
as

increases. This may be because if the bit-rate of the base layer is reduced too much by

encoding a tone-mapped frame with less information, then the bit-rate of the enhancement
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layer will increase for encoding more residual data. Based on this observation, we decided to
set the weight of
LDR quality metric
and

to zero (

) and use only the enhancement layer bit-rate

and

in the optimization process. Assigning the weighting factors of

to be 5 and 1, respectively, will provide decent compression gain. The demonstration

of our results is based on this setting.
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has no or negative contribution to the overall coding

Without loss of generality, we use four tone-mapping methods as our reference TMOs:
i) approach used by JVT, ii) display adaptive TMO [37], iii) photographic TMO [38], and iv)
adaptive logarithmic TMO [50]. The first tone-mapping approach is used by the video coding
standard community, the next two TMOs are well-known and used widely in practice, and
the last one was reported to produce the best compression gain [49].
Fig. 3.7, Fig. 3.8, Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10 demonstrate the visual effects and the
compression gains achieved by the proposed method using the JVT, photographic, adaptive
display, and adaptive logarithmic TMOs as the reference TMO, respectively. In each of the
four figures, the first two rows compare the visual effects generated by the original reference
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TMO and the proposed approach based on the reference. The last two rows demonstrate the
rate-distortion results on different video sequences. The distortion is measured in PSNR as
well as SSIM. The largest bit-rate savings can be seen from JVT tone-mapping approach on
the "Sunrise" sequence, which is about 45% reduction, or equivalently an increment of PSNR
by 3.5 dB. There is also over 20% bit-rate reduction on the other two sequences at medium
quantization level (QP = 22 and 27) using the JVT TMO as reference, and the PSNR
enhancement is about 1.2-1.4 dB. When the display adaptive TMO is used as the reference,
the PSNR increments are about 0.7, 0.8 and 2.8 dB for "Freeway", "Library" and "Sunrise",
respectively. With medium quantization parameters, 30-40% bit-rate savings (about 2.2 dB
PSNR enhancement) are observed when using the photographic TMO as the reference while
20-25% bit-rate reduction (approximately 1.2 dB PSNR improvement) for the adaptive
logarithmic TMO. The only exception falls in the "Freeway" sequence using photography
TMO and the "Library" sequence using the adaptive logarithmic TMO. No compression
gains are seen for these two cases. This may be because these two tone-mapped versions are
already compression-friendly and little coding gain can be achieved by modifying the tonecurve. Although our model is not designed using SSIM, improvement on SSIM can be found
in the results. It is seen that our method produces LDR content of good perceptual quality, in
addition to providing high compression efficiency.
Varying the weighting factors of

and

will allow us to adjust the trade-offs

between compression efficiency and the similarity to the reference TMO. In general,
increasing the weight of

will result in better coding gain while a lower weight of

will

produce a tone-mapped version that is more similar to that generated using the reference
TMO.
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Fig. 3.7: Demonstration of LDR visual effects and compression gains for using the JVT
approach as the reference TMO. Row One: The LDR version tone-mapped by the reference
TMO. Row Two: The LDR version tone-mapped by the proposed method. Row Three: ratedistortion results in terms of PSNR. Row Four: rate-distortion results in terms of SSIM. For
both PSNR and SSIM, higher values indicate better performance.
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Fig. 3.8: Demonstration of LDR visual effects and compression gains for using the photographic
TMO as the reference TMO. Row One: The LDR version tone-mapped by the reference TMO.
Row Two: The LDR version tone-mapped by the proposed method. Row Three: rate-distortion
results in terms of PSNR. Row Four: rate-distortion results in terms of SSIM. For both PSNR
and SSIM, higher values indicate better performance.
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Fig. 3.9: Demonstration of LDR visual effects and compression gains for using the adaptive
display TMO as the reference TMO. Row One: The LDR version tone-mapped by the reference
TMO. Row Two: The LDR version tone-mapped by the proposed method. Row Three: ratedistortion results in terms of PSNR. Row Four: rate-distortion results in terms of SSIM. For
both PSNR and SSIM, higher values indicate better performance.
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Fig. 3.10: Demonstration of LDR visual effects and compression gains for using the adaptive
logarithmic TMO as the reference TMO. Row One: The LDR version tone-mapped by the
reference TMO. Row Two: The LDR version tone-mapped by the proposed method. Row
Three: rate-distortion results in terms of PSNR. Row Four: rate-distortion results in terms of
SSIM. For both PSNR and SSIM, higher values indicate better performance.
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3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we presented a new tone-mapping approach that provides superior
compression efficiency under the framework of bit-depth scalable video coding while
preserving a desired perceptual quality for the tone-mapped LDR video content. We
developed statistical models that formulate the bit rates of the base and the enhancement
layers, as well as the quality of the tone-mapped content, and then incorporated them in our
optimization problem. We also considered the temporal effect of our tone-mapper and
succeeded in avoiding the flickering artifacts. Another contribution of this work lies in our
efforts to tone-map high-bit-depth video directly in a compression-friendly color space (i.e.,
one luma and two chroma channels) without converting to the RGB domain. The
experimental results showed that, in the best case, we can save up to 40% of the total bit-rate
(3.5 dB PSNR improvement), and, in general, about 20% bit-rate can be achieved. In addition
to high coding gains, our method generates tone-mapped videos with good perceptual
quality.
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4

Color Correction of Tone-Mapping Directly in the YCbCr

Domain
The majority of TMOs are derived for only the luminance channel. As depicted in Fig.
1.6, to produce color representation the present common approach is to first derive a tonemapping method using the luminance channel and then map each of the RGB channels using
this tone-mapping scheme [59]. This process is known in this field as color correction.
The above color correction approach can be used in a straightforward manner when
applied to HDR content represented in the RGB format. However, it cannot be directly
applied on videos formatted in the YCbCr color space, which is the most commonly used
format in practice. YCbCr is supported by the major image/video encoding standards,
including JPEG 2000 and H.264/AVC. After the luminance component (Y) is tone-mapped,
the conventional way to obtain the LDR color components (Cb and Cr) of a YCbCr video is
to convert the signal from the YCbCr to the RGB space. Then, the conventional color
correction is performed in the RGB domain, and finally the tone-mapped color signal is
transformed back to the YCbCr space. Note that the main reason for generating the
chrominance components Cb and Cr is that the human visual system is not very sensitive to
color, and thus, most implementations end up down-sampling the two components, reducing
the overall bandwidth. In that sense, tone-mapping the YCbCr signals requires that they get
up-sampled prior to the RGB conversion. This also adds to the computational load.
Not many studies have been done on color correction in the YCbCr color space for
tone-mapping. Toda et al. studied the chromatic treatment of the Cb and Cr channels [60],
but their work mainly addresses the creation of YCbCr HDR from LDR content. In this
chapter, we address the problem of mapping the high-bit-depth Cb and Cr components
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directly to their 8-bit counterparts, that is, without having to go through the intermediate
processes of color space transformation, up-sampling and then down-sampling.

4.1 Problem Statement
For clarity of presentation, in general, capitalized symbols denote high-bit-depth
signals while the lower case ones correspond to their 8-bit counterparts. A symbol with an
apostrophe (’) denotes the gamma corrected version.
Fig. 4.1 demonstrates the whole process in the conventional approach for tone-mapping
a high-bit-depth YCbCr video frame. The color correction should be conducted on the
linearized R, G and B signals. The linearized R, G and B signals are the originally acquired
signals and are proportional to the light intensity of the scene captured by a camera. Video
signals, however, are usually stored using the non-linear (gamma-corrected) signals for
compression purpose. Therefore, prior to color correction, a gamma decoding process needs
to be applied prior to color correction so that the gamma-corrected R’, G’ and B’ signals are
converted to their linearized counterparts R, G and B. To obtain the R’, G’ and B’ signals, a
transform from the YCbCr to the R’G’B’ is required. As mentioned above, the available Cb
and Cr are usually sub-sampled from the original chromatic components Cb and Cr. These
are denoted by CB_sub and CR_sub while the luminance is not sub-sampled. The input
CB_sub and CR_sub signals need to be up-sampled before the color transform can be applied.
The color correction process tone–maps the RGB and luminance Y signals and generates 8bit r, g, and b signals in the linearized form. The Gamma correction process and the color
transform are then performed to produce the full-resolution low dynamic range signal in the
YCbCr domain. Finally, the 8-bit Cb and Cr components are sub-sampled.
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Fig. 4.1: Pipeline of the conventional method for tone-mapping the Cb and the Cr components.
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As can be observed, the above process involves many intermediate stages in order to
achieve the tone-mapping of the Cb and Cr components. Our proposed approach aims at
generating the tone-mapped YCbCr signal with the least possible computational complexity.
In our solution, a high-bit-depth YCbCr video sequence is directly tone-mapped to an 8-bit
YCbCr stream (see Fig. 4.2), thus all the intermediate processes, including up-sampling,
YCbCr to RGB transforming gamma decoding, gamma correction, RGB to YCbCr
transforming and down-sampling are bypassed. This simplified process can be generally
written as:

cb  f1 (Y ' , y ' , C B )
cr  f 2 (Y ' , y ' , C R )

(4.1)

Our approach also benefits from the fact that it avoids all the round-off errors
introduced by the intermediate steps of the conventional method, and, in turn, produces a
more accurate LDR representation.

Fig. 4.2: Framework of the proposed solution.
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4.2 Proposed Solution
The proposed solution maps the Cb and the Cr components of the high-bit-depth HDR
signal directly to its 8-bit LDR counterpart, given the mapping of the luminance channel. Our
approach adopts one of the most common color correction methods [57], [58]:

B
b  ( )s  y
Y

(4.2)

where B and Y denote the HDR version of the blue and the luminance channels, respectively,
while b and y are the 8-bit LDR counterparts. s is used to adjust the color saturation of the
resulting LDR content. Similar relationships can be applied to the red and the green channels.
It is challenging to obtain a nice closed-form solution due to the color transforms and
the non-linear processes in the conventional method. If one simply cascades all the functions
in the blocks of the full pipeline of Fig. 4.1, a complicated function will result. The
computation of this function will be comparable to that of the conventional approach and no
advantage is obtained. For example, using (4.3), the standard transform functions between
YCbCr and RGB does not provide a nice solution.

 Y '  1
C   
 B  2
C R   3

1 1   R'
 2  2  G '
 3  3   B'

(4.3)

4.2.1 Derivation of the Proposed Closed Form
Below, we derive an efficient closed-form mapping formula for the Cb component. The
derivation can easily be adapted for the Cr component.
Instead of using (4.3), we start with the definition of the Cb component, which reflects
the difference between the luminance and the blue channels and can be written as:
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C B  M B ( B'Y ' )  T

(4.4)

cb  mb (b' y ' )  t

where CB and cb denote the Cb component of the high-bit-depth and the 8-bit signals. T and t
are the offsets for HDR and LDR signals respectively. Let D denote the maximum intensity
value of the high bit-depth signal, e.g., 1023 for a 10-bit signal. The values of T and t are
assigned to be (D+1)/2 and 128. The constants MB and mb are defined as:

MB 

Q
1
 B
2  (1  K B ) D
(4.5)

q
1
mb 
 b
2  (1  k b ) 255

Note that the values of B, b, Y and y in (4.2) refer to the values in the linearized (not
gamma-corrected) color space. However, the input and the output in our tone-mapping
pipeline refer to variables that have been or should be gamma-corrected (Fig. 4.1). The
following formulae can be used to convert the linearized signals to gamma-corrected signals
and vice versa. Let Г and γ be the values used in the gamma correction for high-bit-depth and
8-bit signals. Equations (4.6) are used for the luminance channel and equations (4.7) can be
applied to the color channels:
1

1

Y' Y 
y'
y 
( ) ,
(
)
D
D
255 255

(4.6)

1

1

B'
B
b'
b 
 ( ) ,
(
)
D
D
255 255

(4.7)

The values of D and 255 are used to normalize the signals to 0-1, which is necessary to
keep the output range the same as the input range (0-1). The gamma values for LDR (γ) and
HDR (Г) are allowed to be different.
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Equations (4.4) can be re-organized as:

B' 

CB  T
Y'
MB

b' 

cb  t
 y'
mb

(4.8)

We rewrite equations (4.6) and (4.7) in terms of B and b, and substitute them in (4.2).
After simplification we obtain:
 s

B'
b'  ( )   y '
Y'

(4.9)

We substitute the expressions of B’ and b’ obtained by equations (4.8) into equation
(4.9). After re-organizing, the closed-form formula that maps the Cb component from high
bit depth to 8 bits can be written as:
s

C T
cb  mb [( B
 1)   1]  y 't
M B Y '

(4.10)

Note that the above equation is not defined when Y’ = 0. For this reason, we assign 128
to cb for this special case since Y’ = 0 means neutral color information can be found in the cb
channel. Thus, the complete mapping solution for the cb channel is given by:
 s

CB  T
 1)   1]  y 't for Y '  0
mb [(
cb  
M B Y '

128
for Y '  0


(4.11)

Similarly, for the cr component we have:
s

CR  T
 1)   1]  y 't for Y '  0
mr [(
cr  
M R Y '

128
for Y '  0
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(4.12)

where CR and cr denote the Cr component of the high-bit-depth and the 8-bit signals. The
constants MR and mr have similar definition as MB and mb, and their values may vary for
different standards or specifications.
If the original high-bit-depth signal is in the 4:4:4 format (all components in full
resolution), the resolution of Y’ and y’ do not need to be changed when applying equations
(9) and (10). If the input is in the 4:2:0 format (the Cb and the Cr components are downsampled by a factor of 2), we should sub-sample Y’ and y’ before using the proposed solution
to map the chromatic components.

4.2.2 Derivation of Parameters for Different Standards
Below, we derive the parameters Mb, mb, MR, mr, T and t for equations (9) and (10) for
the ITU-R BT.601 and ITU-R BT.709 standards. Assuming the input is a 10-bit signal, the
value of D is equal to 210-1 = 1023.
According to ITU-R BT.601, KB = kb = 0.114 and qb = 224. Let us use the maximum
value for QB, which is 1022. Using equations (2) we get MB = 0.5638, and mb = 0.4957.
Likewise, we can compute MR and mr for the Cr component: MR = 0.7126 and mr = 0.6266.
The values of T and t can be easily determined to be T = (1023 + 1)/2 = 512 and t is 128.
Regarding ITU-R BT.709, we can perform similar computations and obtain: MB =
0.5384, mb = 0.4734, MR = 0.6344, mr = 0.5578, T = 512, and t = 128.
For both cases, the parameter s controls the saturation of the output signal. The larger
the value of s, the more saturated is the resulting image/video. Its moderate value is 0.8. The
gamma value Г depends on how the high-bit-depth video is encoded; 2.2 is one of the most
commonly used values. The gamma value γ is assigned based on how the 8-bit output should
be gamma corrected. The two widely-used values for γ are 1.8 and 2.2
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4.3 Results and Discussion
In this section, we demonstrate the performance of the proposed approach and compare
it with that of the conventional framework shown in Fig. 4.1 using the color correction
formula in (4.2). We choose to compare our method against the conventional approach since
in the case of tone-mapping there is no original or ground-truth tone-mapped version for
other approaches to be evaluated against. In fact, our proposed method may yield better
visual results since it avoids round-off errors that occur in the conventional pipeline. The
similarity between the resulting video frames generated with the proposed and the
conventional approaches is a good indicator of how successfully our method is in yielding
results that resemble those obtained by the conventional approach.
Our chromatic correction approach is independent of any existing tone-mapping
operator that is used to generate the 8-bit luminance component. Without loss of generality,
in the experiment we use a tone-mapping method designed for backward compatible HDR
video compression [105]. We set s = 0.8 and Г = γ = 2.2. The constant assigned in (4.11) and
(4.12) are based on the ITU-R BT.709 standard. Five video sequences, each 60 frames long,
were used in the test.
Table 4.1 shows the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity (SSIM)
index between the proposed method and the full correction pipeline for 300 video frames.
For both quality measures, larger values suggest higher correlation between the two mapping
approaches. We observe that the resulting PSNR values range from 52.8 dB to 58.4 dB for
the Cb component and range from 52.5 dB to 56.7 dB for the Cr component. The average
PSNR is 55.1 dB and 54.6 dB for the Cb and Cr, respectively. These PSNR values are
considered to be very high. The SSIM quality metric is agreed to be more faithful to the
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human visual system and reaches the maximum value of 1 only if the two compared frames
are exactly the same. It can be observed from the table that the minimum SSIM value is as
high as 0.984 and the average SSIM value is 0.991 for both Cb and Cr, which indicates that
the two signals are believed to be perceptually equivalent. The high PSNR and SSIM values
indicate that the Cb/Cr components generated using the proposed method and the full
conventional pipeline are virtually identical.
Table 4.1 Average performance of the proposed approach
Min

Max

Average

PSNR for Cb (dB)

52.8

58.4

55.1

PSNR for Cr (dB)

52.5

56.7

54.6

SSIM for Cb

0.985

0.995

0.991

SSIM for Cr

0.984

0.995

0.991

Fig. 4.3 provides a demonstration of the visual similarity between the mapping
schemes. The video frames that have been tone-mapped by our efficient method (right)
appear to be visually the same to those produced by the conventional method (left). The high
similarity stems from the fact that the two schemes are theoretically the same. The difference
is caused only by round-off errors introduced in the intermediate steps through the
conventional pipeline. Again, the difference does not suggest that our method generates
worse results. The fact that our method bypasses round-off errors in its implementation may
promise a better tone-mapped signal.
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Conventional

Proposed

Fig. 4.3: Tone-mapped images using the conventional approach (left column) and the
proposed method (right column) for chromatic correction.

4.4 Conclusion
This chapter addresses the problem of mapping high-bit-depth Cb and Cr components
directly to their 8-bit counterparts. We derive a closed-form mapping solution for the two
chrominance components. This solution has significantly lower complexity since it avoids
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processes such as color space transformation and up-sampling which are required by the
conventional method. We choose to compare our method against the conventional approach
since in the case of tone-mapping there is no original or ground-truth tone-mapped version
for other approaches to be evaluated against. The results show that the Cb and the Cr signals
generated by our method the conventional approach are very similar, with average PSNR of
about 55 dB and average SSIM at 0.991. The resulting color content also demonstrates the
perceptual equivalence between our fast mapping method and the conventional approach.
The high correction between the two methods stems from the fact that our method is derived
closely based on the conventional pipeline and manages to by-pass all of its intermediate
processes. By avoiding all the round-off errors introduced by the intermediate steps of the
conventional method, our approach will actually provide higher fidelity.
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5

Rendering High Dynamic Range 3D Images: Subjective

Evaluation of Tone-Mapping Methods and Preferred 3D Image
Attributes
High dynamic range images provide superior picture quality by allowing a larger range
of brightness levels to be captured and reproduced than traditional 8-bit low dynamic range
images. Even with existing 8-bit displays, picture quality can be significantly improved if
content is first captured in HDR format, and then is tone-mapped to convert it from HDR to
the LDR format. 3D display technology also aims at providing viewers with a more realistic
visual experience by offering a sense of depth. An increasing number of theatres and
households have been equipped with 3D display systems. More and more 3D content is being
produced to satisfy the demand of the rapidly growing 3D consumer market as well. Ideally,
content could be captured in a 3D HDR representation and viewed on a 3D HDR display, to
achieve a more lifelike picture quality. However, existing 3D displays can support only 8-bit
LDR content. In order for HDR content to be displayed on existing imaging systems, LDR
signals need to be generated for each view of the 3D HDR pair. That is, tone-mapping needs
to be applied to each view. The fact that tone-mapped images produce less under- and overexposed areas will help the fuse of the 3D depth, and the superior picture quality of HDR
tone-mapped content will also add value to the 3D representation.
Several subjective evaluations of tone mapping methods have been reported [61], [62],
and [63]. However, they are restricted to 2D images and videos. The impact of tone mapping
on 3D content has not been studied.
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In this work we first conduct subjective tests that evaluate tone-mapping methods on
3D displays. The objective is not to rank existing TMOs, but to understand which attributes
of tone-mapping methods will contribute to good 3D representation.
By varying the tone mapping method and the related parameters, LDR images with
different visual effect can be achieved. In particular, the tone mapping process can adjust the
brightness and the levels of ‘details’ in the output images. Many tone mapping methods have
been developed that try to preserve local contrast [38], [48], [54], [102], [103], [104] giving
images with higher amounts of detail, i.e., images that look sharper and have stronger
texture. The work of Cormack et al. [80] has found that luminance contrast has influence on
the depth perception when the stimuli are near the stereo detection threshold. Brightness and
sharpness/texture have also been noted by artists to affect the visual comfort and quality of
3D content [86]. Consequently, the optimal tone mapping parameters may be different for
3D images than those for 2D images.
In the second part of this chapter, we present a study on whether the preferred levels of
brightness or details are different for tone-mapped 2D and 3D content.
This chapter is organized as follows: An overview of tone-mapping and a short
description of the seven TMOs used in our experiments are presented in Section 5.1. The
experimental setup, results and analysis of our first test are provided in Section 5.2. The
details of the second experiment can be found in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 presents further
discussion, conclusions and directions for future work.

5.1 Tone-Mapping Operators Evaluated
Tone-mapping operators are used for reducing the dynamic range in such a way that
the resulting image or video may be displayed on LDR devices. TMOs can be categorized
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into two broad classes: global and local operators. Global TMOs use a single, usually
nonlinear, mapping curve for every pixel in the image. In local operators, the mapping of
each pixel is a spatially variant function of its neighboring pixels. In general, global TMOs
are more computationally efficient and better retain the sensation of the brightness of the
original HDR signal. On the other hand, local operators are able to preserve more details and
provide higher local contrast.
Since dozens of tone-mapping operators are available today, it is impractical to
evaluate all of them. Therefore, in our experiments, seven representative TMOs, four global
and three local, are selected that cover most design principles of tone-mapping. Below are
short descriptions of these seven tone-mapping operators. The italic text appearing in
parenthesis immediately after each name is used to represent the corresponding TMO in the
rest of this paper.
Photographic tone-mapping (Photo) [38]: It simulates the dodging and burning
techniques which are employed in the darkroom printing process to adjust exposures of
selected areas. This scheme supports both global and local versions. The local version
computes a local brightness adaptation level for each pixel by constructing a Gaussian
pyramid and identifying a largest possible neighborhood that contains relatively low contrast.
Then such adaption level is used together with a sigmoidal function to compress the dynamic
range. In this paper we tested only the local operator since the behaviors of the two versions
are similar. Most previous studies also considered only the local version [61], [62], [63].
Adaptive logarithmic tone-mapping (Log) [50]: This global TMO takes into account
the human vision system and is formulated as a logarithmic compressive function. The base
of the logarithm is varied according to the input intensity.
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Fast bilateral filtering (Bi) [102]: This is a local TMO. It first generates a base layer
using a bilateral filter, which preserves the edges and smoothes the rest of the HDR image.
Then, a detail layer is produced by dividing the HDR image by the base layer. The LDR
image is derived by combining the detail layer and a compressed dynamic range version of
the base layer.
Tone-mapping for backward-compatible HDR compression (Comp) [105]: It is a
global tone-mapping method that was inspired by the observation that most tone-mapped
content, especially videos, will undergo lossy image/video encoding such as H.264/AVC
compression. This TMO thus aims at minimizing the join information loss due to the tonemapping and the image/video encoding processes.
Gradient domain tone-mapping (Grad) [48]: It achieves dynamic range reduction in
the gradient domain. This tone-mapping method attenuates large gradients by manipulating
gradients of the image in different spatial scales. The LDR image is generated by solving a
Poison equation in an adjusted gradient field.
Display adaptive tone-mapping (Disp) [37]: This tone-mapping operator is
formulated using a global piece-wise function which is uniquely determined by minimizing
the perceptual contrast distortion between the original HDR signal and the resulting tonemapped content on various displays, varying from e-paper to high contrast output devices.
Tone-mapping by photoreceptor physiology (Phy) [41]: Based on the findings in
physiology that vision adaption occurs in the photoreceptor, this global TMO achieves tone
reproduction by modeling the behavior of photoreceptors. An advantage of this operator is
that it can be easily controlled by three intuitive user parameters: brightness, contrast and
chromatic adaptation.
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Photo

Log

Bi

Comp

Grad

Disp

Phy

Single Exposure

Fig. 5.1: LDR images generated from the same HDR scene by tone-mapping operators
evaluated in this paper. The image captured using one single LDR exposure is also
included in this figure.
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In order to give the reader an idea of the visual properties of each TMO, in Fig. 5.1 we
show the LDR images generated by each if the operators tested in this paper. The same
scene, captured with a single LDR exposure, is also shown. Note that the tone-mapped
versions of the image avoid the clipping that is present in the LDR capture. It can also be
seen that the local TMOs (particularly Bi and Grad) produce images with more
details/texture than the global TMOs (Log, Comp, Disp, and Phy).

5.2 Experiment One – Evaluating Tone-Mapping Operators
In the first subjective test, our goal is to evaluate the preference of the 3D LDR images
tone-mapped by different TMOs in terms of two aspects: i) the 3D effect (depth impression)
and ii) the 3D overall quality.

5.2.1 Image Preparation
Eight 3D scenes, four indoors and four outdoors, were captured with multiple
exposures, and then stereoscopic HDR images were generated by blending these exposures
[5]. In particular, we used two identical cameras and placed them side-by-side, in parallel. To
create a pleasing 3D effect, the baseline (distance between the two cameras) was depending
on the distance between the cameras and the scene. For each scene, the settings on both
cameras are the same: both were set in “Manual” mode with ISO equal to 100; to alter the
exposure, the shutter speed stayed the same while the aperture value changed.
Fig. 5.2 shows an LDR version of the eight scenes. Eight different LDR images were
derived from each scene: seven of them were tone-mapped using the selected TMOs
described in the previous session while one of them is a well-exposed image captured in
LDR. Please note that several of the selected tone-mapping operators require their user
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parameters to be specified. Therefore, prior to the main subjective test, we conducted a pilot
study, where several subjects (they did not participate in the main test) were asked to choose
the best possible parameters for each of the TMOs for each scene. For the same scene and the
same TMO, average values were used to generate tone-mapped images.
The complete database of the original HDR image pairs and their LDR versions can be
found in [106]. This supplementary material also contains statistics (min, max, mean of
luminance/luma) and the histograms of all the images.

5.2.2 Experimental Framework
Sixteen subjects participated in our main experiment. They had diverse cultural
backgrounds and differed in age (24 – 38 years old). All of them had normal or corrected
vision and little experience with 3D and HDR content. The display device used in our test
was a Samsung UN55C7000 3D TV, 55 inch, 1920 x 1080p at 240Hz, which uses active
shutter glasses. The viewing condition is designed according to ITU-R Recommendation
BT.500-11 [107].
In this psychophysical experiment, subjects needed to evaluate stereoscopic LDR
images on a 3D display. Eight scenes, four indoors and four outdoors, were captured in 3D
with multiple exposures, and then stereoscopic HDR images were generated by blending
these exposures [5]. Fig. 5.2 shows an LDR version of the eight scenes. Eight different LDR
images were derived from each scene: seven of them are tone-mapped using the selected
TMOs described in the previous session while one of them is a well-exposed image captured
in LDR. The display order of the different tone mapped versions of each scene was
randomized. In total, 64 images were tested. In order to help the subjects better adapt their
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Bulletin

LibraryTree

MeetingTable

ICICS

ChemEng

Sauder

LabWindow

Stairs

Fig. 5.2: Scenes used in the subjective test. Since HDR content cannot be shown on the paper
or most monitors, all the images displayed above are tone-mapped using the photographic
TMO.
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visions to a new image, we inserted a plain grey slide between tested images to cushion the
transition.
For each of the 64 3D images in the test, subjects were asked to evaluate two aspects: i)
the 3D effect and ii) the overall quality. The 3D effect score rates the impression of depth and
how comfortable the 3D scene is perceived. On the other hand, the overall quality is a
measure of how much the user ‘likes’ each image. It reflects a combination of image
attributes including contrast, naturalness, sharpness, detail reproduction as well as 3D effect.
At the beginning of our test sessions, the purpose and the evaluation procedure was
explained to the subjects. Subjects were verbally instructed to “rate the 3D effect based on
depth impression”. They were also asked to rate the overall 3D quality based on how much
they liked the entire image, including 3D depth perception, naturalness, contrast, sharpness
and detail reproduction. This introduction was followed by a training session where material
similar to the images in the actual test was presented. The training material was the eight
tone-mapped versions of one extra scene that was not used in our main tests. The objective of
this training is to allow the subjects to adapt their eyes to the test environment and become
familiar with their task. The actual test started right after the training session.
A scoring bar ranging from 0 – 10 is associated with each aspect to be evaluated; with
a higher score meaning better quality. It is a continuous grading scheme, which means rating
a non-integer number such as 4.5, is permitted. For each scene, subjects are asked to view the
eight LDR images consecutively at first. Subjects would press a key to switch to the next
image, and therefore could control the amount of time they spent viewing each image. After
viewing the eight LDR versions of a scene, the subjects were allowed to go back and perform
paired comparisons on images that they had rated with low confidence. The combination of
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the two evaluation techniques, rating scale and paired comparison, will keep the experiment
time-efficient and, at the same time, guarantee high accuracy of the collected data. The pace
of the entire test could be fully controlled by the subject; it took about 30 minutes on average
to finish one user study.

5.2.3 Results and Analysis
As described previously, our experiment consists of 64 images – 8 (TMOs) x 8
(scenes). Two aspects are evaluated for each image: 3D effect and overall quality. Below we
conduct a statistical study on the data collected. To account for the fact that different people
would have different standards regarding the quality scaling, prior to the main process and
analysis and for each aspect evaluated, we normalize the scores as (Si,j - µi) / σi, where Si,j is a
score from the ith subject and the jth image. The variables µi and σi denote the average value
and the standard deviation over all the images for the ith subject, respectively.
First of all, we performed outlier detection based on the ITU-R Recommendation
BT.500-11 [107] and found one outlier in our case, so only the data of the remaining subjects
were used.
The results for the 3D effect and the overall 3D quality (with 95% confidences
intervals) are shown in Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4, respectively. In both figures, the results for each
of the eight scenes are provided on the left while the average performance is given on the
right. The x-axis denotes the tone-mapping schemes, and the y-axis shows the normalized
quality standings.
All TMOs had significantly higher scores for 3D effect compared to the single
exposure LDR (Fig. 5.3). The LDR images often have clipped regions (over- or underexposed regions), which interfere with the 3D effect. The lack of information in these
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Fig. 5.3: Results (with 95% confidence interval) for 3D effect. The eight smaller figures on
the left corresponds to ratings for individual scenes. The top row (from left to right):
“Bulletin”, “ChemEngEntrance”, “ICICSBuilding” and “LabWindow”; The bottom row
(from left to right): “Library”, “SauderSchool”, “MeetingTable” and “Stairs”. The larger
figure on the right shows the average results over the eight scenes. In each of the plot, the x
axis denotes the quality standing: the higher the better. The y axis represents the tonemapping schemes: (1) Log, (2) Comp, (3) Disp, (4) Phy, (5) Bi, (6) Grad, (7) Photo, and (8)
Captured with normal LDR cameras with a single exposure.
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Fig. 5.4: Results (with 95% confidence interval) for overall 3D quality. Notations are the
same as Fig. 5.3.
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regions will make the 3D perception uncomfortable, since the viewer’s brain has little
evidence on how to fuse the images. This impairs the perceived 3D effect, and also lowers
the overall 3D quality. This drawback of LDR capturing shows that there is significant
benefit to capturing in HDR format and then performing tone-mapping, even though an LDR
display is used to view the images in the end.
Relatively poor results can also be observed for the global operator Phy (blue) and the
local operator Grad (black). The poor performance of Phy is probably because it produces
noticeable under- or over-exposed areas for scenes containing ultra high dynamic range, such
as “Bulletin” and “LabWindow”.

Fig. 5.5: Demonstration of unnaturalness by the gradient TMO.

The average results of the 3D effect and the overall 3D quality have a similar trend
except for the Grad TMO. This TMO produces images with such high amount of detail that
the images tone-mapped by it may be perceptually unreal (see Fig. 5.5). This explains why it
has a much lower rating in terms of overall quality, which takes into account the naturalness
of an image. The other seven schemes generate more natural looking LDR content, and their
performance seems to indicate that the overall perceived 3D quality has high correlation with
the 3D effect. However, as the gradient tone-mapping results show, poor 2D image attributes
can lead to poor overall quality even when there is a good 3D effect. This suggests that a
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good 3D effect is a necessary but not sufficient condition for a good overall 3D quality. The
reason for this may be that subjects cannot isolate well the 3D effect from other image
attributes unless these attributes exceed a certain tolerance level.
Another observation from Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 is that several of the global TMOs (Log,
Comp and Disp) and local TMOs (Bi and Photo) have similar (good) performance in terms of
both 3D effect and overall 3D quality. These TMOs were rated highly compared to Grad,
Phy and single exposure capturing, but have similar performance to each other. These results
are somewhat similar to the conclusions of [65]; that the top tone- mapping operators have
similar subjective quality.
It is worth noting that the performance of some TMO’s varies greatly from image to
image. For example, the TMO Phy has the lowest scores for 3D effect on the “Bulletin”, yet
it has the highest 3D effect scores for the “Library”. Looking at the image histograms
(available online [106]), we can see that the “Bulletin” scene has pixels with low HDR
values that are clipped in the Phy tone-mapped image. The “Library” scene has less dynamic
range, so few pixels get clipped in the Phy tone-mapped image and for that reason it achieves
a good 3D effect. Although the single exposure yields very poor results overall, for a few
scenes (“ChemEng”, “MeetingTable”) it has comparable performance to the best operators.
We also notice that the display adaptive TMO (Disp) has generally good 3D effect scores
except for the “ChemEng” scene. Its tone-mapped image has higher contrast than the images
produced by other methods, and its image histogram shows that most of its pixels have lower
values. On the other hand, Comp and Log are most consistent in giving good results for
overall 3D quality across all images whereas the other top performers (Disp, Bi, Photo) all
have relatively poor scores for at least one image. Therefore, Comp and Log might be
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preferred in applications that require reliably providing good LDR quality for a wide range of
different inputs.
The variance of the collected data is relatively high. This may be due to the nature of
the study, where there is no reference provided for subjects to compare the tested images
against. The scores, particularly for “overall 3D quality”, are a matter of personal taste much
more so than other studies which try to measure the distortion of an altered version of an
image compared to an original. Another factor is that subjects have less prior knowledge
(reference from experience) about “good 3D effect”, because people generally have much
less experience viewing 3D images compared to 2D ones. Therefore, they may have more
difficulty quantifying the 3D effect.
To further analyze the difference between the different TMOs, we perform the
statistical significance test. Its objective is to determine if there are significant differences
between any two of the tone-mapping methods for both 3D effects and overall 3D quality.
Hogg’s one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) [108] is applied for every pair of the eight
methods for each aspect. We state the null hypothesis as: there is no significant distinction
between the collected values for the two tested tone-mapping methods. The smaller the
returned p value, the more significant is the difference. A typical threshold of the p value that
rejects the null hypothesis is 0.05. Fig. 5.6 visualizes results of this pair-wise comparison. A
black box corresponds to a p value that is greater than 0.05. That is, black means there is no
statistically significant difference between the TMO on the x-axis and that on the y-axis. A
white box indicates there is a statistically significant difference between the two methods.
Fig. 5.6 (a) confirms that for 3D effects there is no statistically significant difference between
global and local TMOs except for Phy which performs clipping for images with very high
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Fig. 5.6: Pair-wise ANOVA comparison of the seven TMOs and the LDR capturing, for (a)
3D Effect and (b) overall quality. Black means there is no statistically significant difference
between the TMO on the x axis and that on the y axis. White stands for the opposite.
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dynamic range. The LDR capturing approach (single exposure) has significant difference
from all the TMO for 3D effects.
Previous work has shown that contrast can influence perceived depth [80], so one
might expect that different TMO’s yield different 3D effect scores. However, this was not
what we witnessed from our tests. One possible explanation for the similar performance of
several TMO’s is that the luminance contrast produced by them is close to the suprathreshold level, where any further contrast increase does not have a strong influence on depth
perception [80].
Fig. 5.6(b) shows the significance results for the overall 3D quality where attributes
such as naturalness and color saturation are taken into account. Phy, Grad and Single
exposure are generally found to have statistically significant difference from the other TMOs,
for the reasons discussed previously in this section. The results for the top performer, Comp,
are not significantly different from those of Log, Disp and Photo, suggesting that several of
the top TMOs give very similar performance for 3D images.

5.3 Experiment Two – 3D Effects on Brightness and Details
The second part of our study focuses on how the preferred level of brightness and the
preferred amount of details differ between tone-mapped 3D and 2D images.

5.3.1 Image Preparation
The same eight scenes from the first experiment were used (Fig. 5.2). In order to
investigate the effect of brightness and the amount of details, tone-mapped 3D images at
different levels of brightness and with different amount of details were generated from the
eight HDR images respectively.
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To vary the brightness levels in the LDR version with consistent effect, we chose to
apply the popular Photo TMO since it provides a user parameter (key value α) for changing
brightness. This tone-mapping operator simulates the dodging and burning techniques in
darkroom printing. For each scene (i.e., each HDR image), we altered the value of α such that
i) 41 LDR images with different brightness levels were produced, from very dark to very
bright, and ii) the difference in the overall image brightness between two consecutive levels
is as constant as possible. Fig. 5.7(a) illustrates tone-mapped images at different brightness
levels generated using the above approach. In order to quantify the brightness levels for the
different tone mapped images, we use mean image brightness Bimg, which is defined as:

Bimg 

1 m n
 I (i, j)
m  n i 1 j 1

(5.1)

where I(i, j) denotes the pixel value at the location of (i, j) in an image I, and m and n are the
dimensions of the image I. Technically speaking, this quantity should be referred as the
“mean image luma” because it is calculated based on gamma-corrected pixel values.
However, here we chose to the term “brightness” since it reflects the brightness of perceived
image through the display and in that respect it is a more intuitive term than “luma”. Fig.
5.8(a) shows how the mean image brightness changes as the brightness level increases for the
image “LibraryTree”. It can be seen that the curve looks like a gamma-correction function
(x1/γ, where γ usually ranges from 1.8 to 2.6). When the images are shown on a display, the
response curve of the display (xγ) will make the final display luminance close to a straight
line. That is, the difference in the perceived luminance is relatively constant between two
consecutive brightness levels.
To produce different amounts of details in the LDR version, we choose the popular Bi
TMO [102]. As a reminder, this TMO filters an HDR image into a base (low-pass) layer as
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 5.7: Demonstration of images at different brightness and detail levels: (a) - the scene
“Library” at different brightness levels; (b) the scene “ICICS” at different detail levels.
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well as a detail layer and then combines the modified versions of them to yield its tonemapped image. The original Bi TMO uses a fixed ratio between the base and the detail layers
when combining them. In our modification, this ratio λ may be changed for adjusting the
contribution of the detail layer against the base layer as can be seen in (5.2).

I LDR  Lb    Ld

(5.2)

where ILDR denotes the resulting tone-mapped image. Lb and Ld represent the base layer and
the detail layer, respectively. The effect of changing this ratio λ on the amount of details is
demonstrated in Fig. 5.7(b). Similar to brightness, to quantify the detail levels, we use mean
image gradient Dimg:

Dimg

1 m n

 I (i, j )  I (i  1, j )
m  n i 1 j 1
1 m n

 I (i, j )  I (i, j  1)
m  n i 1 j 1

(5.3)

where the notations are defined the same as (5.1). It is seen from Fig. 5.8(b) that the mean
image gradient varies approximately linearly as the gradient level rises.
For each of the scenes, four sets of tone mapped versions of the screen were created: i)
3D representation with various brightness levels, ii) 3D representation at various detail
levels, iii) 2D representation at various brightness levels, and iv) 2D representation at various
detail levels. For each version, we prepared 41 different levels. In total, there are 8 (scenes) x
4 (versions) x 41 (levels) = 1312 images in our system that have to be used in the test.
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Fig. 5.8: The effect of changing the brightness and the detail levels. (a): Changes of the image
average brightness as the brightness level varies; (b): of the image average gradient as the detail
level varies.
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5.3.2 Testing Environment and Procedures

Fig. 5.9: Illustration of the graphic user interface for subjects to fully navigate the
psychophysical experiment on their own pace and to select the images at the preferred
brightness or detail levels.

Eighteen subjects participated in our subjective experiment. All of them had normal or
corrected vision with no/marginal experience in 3D technology. The viewing conditions of
our tests were set based on the ITU-R Recommendation BT.500-11 [107]. Viewers keep
having their 3D active shutter glasses on when watching 2D videos. This guarantees that the
brightness reduction is the same when watching 3D and 2D videos.
A secondary display, a 19” 2D screen, was placed closed to the viewer, where a
graphic user-interface was created for subjects to select their preferred image (level) for each
of the versions. Fig. 5.9 demonstrates the user interface. A slider bar can be found near the
center of the interface. The slider consists of 41 values and each value corresponds to each
brightness/detail level. The position of the slider is reset to the middle of the bar when a new
scene is loaded. Once a particular position/value is chosen, an image at the selected level
(brightness or amount of detail) is updated and shown immediately. As the slider is moved
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from left to right, an image will become brighter in the case of evaluating brightness versions
and will have more details in the case of evaluating detail versions. An “OK” button sits
below the slider and is used by subjects to confirm their selection. The selected value on the
slider will then be recorded.
Before the test started, participants were provided with a training section which ensures
they were comfortable in using the scoring interface and had their eyes adapted to the
viewing conditions. In the test, they were asked to move the slider for selecting the preferred
images for each version of each scene. In the case of 3D, they were instructed to “select the
preferred brightness or detail level that provided the best 3D depth impression”, and in the
case of 2D they were instructed to “select the preferred brightness or detail level that
provided the best overall image quality”.
The procedure for each subject would proceed as follows. First, a 3D version of one
scene would be shown to the subject, and he/she would adjust the slider on the GUI to select
the level of brightness they thought gave the best 3D quality. Then the subject would press
the OK bottom on the GUI, after which 5 seconds of grey is shown to allow the subject to
rest his/her eyes. Then, the next scene would be displayed and the subject would repeat the
process. After the user has done this for all 8 scenes, the slider is changed to control the
amount of detail in the images, while still displaying 3D images. Again the user would
adjust the slider to select what is thought to be the best amount of details for each scene.
After the subject has selected the preferred amount of details for all eight scenes, the entire
procedure is repeated in 2D viewing scenario. That is, the user first selects what he/she
considers the optimal amount of brightness for each scene, and then selects the optimal
amount of details for each scene viewed in 2D.
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5.3.3 Results and Analysis
After recording the results from the psychophysical tests, we performed statistical
analysis on the collected data. First, we tested for outliers based on ITU-R Recommendation
BT.500-11 [107] and in our case no outlier was identified, so the data for all subjects were
used.
The plot in Fig. 5.10(a) shows the mean image brightness (Bimg, defined in (5.1)) of the
preferred 3D and the preferred 2D representations for each of the eight scenes (x-axis). The
height of each bar is obtained by first calculating the mean image brightness of the preferred
level from each of the 18 subjects and then averaging these 18 values. A general observation
is that the mean brightness of the preferred 3D images is slightly higher than that of the
preferred 2D counterparts for all the scenes except scene six (“Sauder”). All the mean
brightness values fall in the interval between 115 and 135.
In order to gain a better understanding of the differences between 3D and 2D viewing,
for each subject we calculated the difference between the average brightness of their
preferred images in 3D and 2D modes as:

 B  B pref ,3D  B pref , 2 D

(5.4)

where Bpref,3D is the average brightness of the image the user selected with the slider in 3D
mode (their ‘preferred’ image), and Bpre,f2D is the corresponding average brightness of the
preferred image they selected in 2D mode . A positive value for ΔB indicates the subject
prefers a brighter image when viewing in 3D compared to viewing in 2D. Fig. 5.10(b) shows
the difference averaged over the eighteen participants, and also the 95% confidence interval
for the differences. It is seen that although the average values of seven out of the eight
scenes are above zero, all of the 95% confidence bars cross the zero axis. Therefore, there is
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Fig. 5.10: Comparison between 2D and 3D images in terms of the preferred brightness level:
(a) – mean image average, (b) subtraction of the mean image average of 2D from that of 3D
images. The x-axis denotes the image index, and 1 – 8 correspond to 'ICICS', 'MeetingTable',
'LabWindow', 'Bulletin', 'Stairs', 'SauderBuilding', 'LibraryTree', 'ChemEngEntrance',
respectively. The y-axis denotes pixel value in (a) and the difference of pixel values in (b).

(a)
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Fig. 5.11: Demonstration of the 2D (left) and the 3D (right) images at their average favored
brightness levels. Marginal brightness difference can be seen between the 2D and the 3D
versions.
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no statistically significant difference in the preferred brightness level between a 3D image
and its 2D counterpart. Fig. 5.11 illustrates the appearance of the 3D and the 2D images at
their average favored brightness levels. Marginal brightness difference can be seen between
the 3D and the 2D versions.
The results of the preferred mean image gradient of the 3D and the 2D representations
are shown in Fig. 5.12(a). Each point is the average of the preferred gradient selected by each
of the subjects for each of the scenes. For all scenes people selected a higher level of details
in 3D viewing mode compared to 2D viewing. Similar to the brightness case, we compute the
difference in mean gradient between the preferred 3D and the preferred 2D images for every
single subject and every scene. Fig. 5.12(b) shows such difference averaged over 18 subjects
for each of the scenes, and the 95% confidence intervals are also provided. Positive values on
the vertical axis mean that people favor more details in 3D images than their 2D counterparts.
It is observed from the plot that all the average difference is above zero. Moreover, for many
of the scenes, the 95% confidence interval is either completely (scenes 3, 4, 5 and 6) or
majorly (scenes 1, 2, 7 and 8) above zero. A reliable conclusion can thus be drawn that
people prefer a higher level of details (i.e., a sharper image with more texture) when viewing
in 3D than when viewing in 2D. This could be explained by the conclusion in Cormack et al.
[80], that the 3D effect can be improved when the contrast is near the visibility threshold. By
adjusting the tone-mapping process to produce more detail, the 3D effect in image regions
where the contrast is near the threshold may be improved. We demonstrate the visual
difference between the detail levels preferred for 3D and 2D images in Fig. 5.13.
Comparing Fig. 5.10(b) and Fig. 5.12(b), we notice that the confidence interval of the
former (around seven brightness levels) is larger than that of the latter (around one detail
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Fig. 5.12: Comparison between 2D and 3D images in terms of the preferred detail level: (a) –
mean image detail, (b) subtraction of the mean image detail of 2D from that of 3D images. The
horizontal axis denotes the image index, and the image order is the same as Fig. 4. The
vertical axis denotes gradient value in (a) and the difference of gradient values in (b).
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Fig. 5.13: Demonstration of the 2D (left) and the 3D (right) images at their average favored
brightness levels. Marginal brightness difference can be seen between the 2D and the 3D
versions.
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level). In the preferred range for brightness, detecting the difference between close levels is
not a simple task, a fact that can also be verified in Fig. 5.11 where minimal brightness
difference can be identified between two similar levels. This is the reason for the higher
variance in Fig. 5.10(b), which also leads to our conclusion that statistically there is no
significant difference between 3D and 2D in terms of preferred brightness levels although the
average preferred brightness level for 3D is higher than that for 2D. On the other hand when
investigating details, there is a perceivable distinction between consecutive levels. This
explains why the confidence interval for preferred detail levels is smaller about 1 – 1.5
levels.

5.4 Discussion
Although previous TMO evaluation studies are limited to 2D images, relating them to
our results of the “3D overall quality” test would give an overall idea whether 3D viewing
has any influence on the choice of tone-mapping methods. Our observation that the gradient
TMO (grad) is among the lowest rated methods is consistent with the results from Čadík et
al. [67] and Kuang et al. [109]. This is because grad produces images with unnatural
appearance. However, our finding that LDR capturing with a good exposure performs much
worse than the tested TMO’s (except for grad) is contrary to the conclusions of Akyüz et al.
[57] and Čadík et al. [67]. Both of these studies concluded that a carefully tone-mapped HDR
image is not statistically better than a well-exposed LDR image. Three causes may lead to
such contradiction:
i) In the case of 2D, the overall brightness and contrast are found to be the most
significant factors that contribute to good image quality while detail reproduction falls behind
[57] [67]. Hence, even if there is information loss in some regions, the image would be rated
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good as long as the overall image displays sufficient brightness and contrast. This can be
achieved by a well-exposed LDR image that favors one particular region of interest. It has
been reported that viewers’ eye movements are more widely distributed when watching 3D
content [110] [111]. That is, when watching 3D, viewers do not just focus on the main
region of interest but are more likely to explore the entire image area. Consequently, viewers
are probably more likely to notice regions with loss of detail when viewing 3D, and this may
give them a poor impression of the image. A well-exposed LDR image often has lots of
clipped areas while a well-tuned tone-mapping method delivers a good overall visibility.
ii) As discussed before, lack of detail in the clipped regions can affect the 3D effect by
making the two images harder to match in those regions. Having a poor 3D effect will
obviously also reduce the overall 3D image quality.
iii) One explanation for the good performance of the well-exposed 2D image is that
people were used to viewing under- and over-exposed images [57]. While viewers are used
to clipping artifacts in 2D images, they are less accustomed to viewing under- and overexposed images in 3D, so they may find the associated artifacts more objectionable.
In our results, no clear distinction is found between the performance of local and global
tone-mapping methods. This is in agreement with the psychophysical evaluations presented
by Ledda et al [64] as well as Ashikmin and Goyal [65]. On the contrary, Yoshida et al. [62]
and Kuang et al. [63] observed an obvious dissimilarity between global and local TMOs,
with local ones performing better. Other studies have come to the opposite conclusion;
Akyüz et al. [66] and Čadík et al. [67] concluded that global operators are in favor relative to
local TMOs. We believe that naturalness, good overall brightness/contrast, and sufficient
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details in most regions are properties of a tone-mapping operator that is able to produce 3D
images with good perceived quality.
It is interesting to find that in our first experiment several global and local TMOs have
similar performance, despite some of these TMOs producing images with higher levels of
details than others, while in our second experiment, we found more details are preferred for
3D presentations compared to their 2D counterparts. A possible reason is that the different
TMOs in the first experiment result in images with different visual effect/styles. Global
TMOs are known to produce more natural looking images [62], and images with more
natural appearance may strengthen monoscopic depth cues and therefore give good 3D
effect. The fact that local TMOs produce more details/texture could also strengthen the 3D
effect. Since global and local TMOs both have positive qualities, in the end they could yield
comparable 3D quality. In the second experiment, the 3D and the 2D images with different
detail levels were generated by varying one parameter of a single tone-mapping operator, so
the style of those images would be alike and the difference in detail levels will be the main
factor for differentiating the viewers’ preference. Another reason for the seemingly
contradictory results between the two experiments is that in preparing the images used in the
first experiment, we first tuned the parameters of each tone-mapping method to get the best
possible 3D quality. It could be that tuning the parameters of each method brought most of
the contrast to the supra-threshold level, at which point increasing the contrast further does
not improve the 3D effect [80]. This may explain the comparable performance of several
TMO’s in the first experiment. In the second experiment, the users could adjust the level of
detail over a very wide range, so more of the image content may have been close to the
contrast detection threshold, where contrast does have an impact on 3D effect.
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It is also worth noting that the limitations of the 3D display used could influence the
preferred levels of brightness and contrast. Virtually all 3D displays suffer from crosstalk, an
effect where the content of the image intended for one eye will “leak” through to the other
eye, resulting in the viewer seeing “double” or “ghost” images [112]. LCD based 3D
displays have a similar problem, where the time it takes for a pixel to switch from one level
to another can darken the appearance of some pixels [113]. Crosstalk is more visible in
images with high contrast [112], so it is possible that viewers would prefer images with more
contrast and different brightness when viewing a 3D display with lower crosstalk.
Tone-mapping the left and the right views independently might result in different
brightness and detail levels in the LDR versions, even if the tone-mapping parameters are set
exactly the same. This may happen to both global and local TMOs when a light source is
blocked in one view while it appears on the other view. Another possibility for global TMOs
is that the brightness in the non-overlapped areas of the two views (i.e., the left edge of the
left image and the right edge of the right image) differs significantly. For local TMOs, this
undesired phenomenon might also stem from the fact that the same object captured by two
cameras can have different structures. A topic for future work could be designing a local
tone-mapping method that jointly considers the information in the two views in order to
generate images high in detail which is consistent between the views.
Although visual fatigue/discomfort has been found to be one of the important factors
that affect the overall 3D quality of experience [84], we did not explicitly ask subjects to rate
this aspect in our test. Accurately assessing fatigue requires prolonged viewing of a stimulus
[114], which was not possible in these tests in which subjects had to rate many different
images while being allowed to control the amount of time they viewed each image. In future
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studies we would like to identify all the factors that may affect the 3D QoE and evaluate each
of these 3D image attributes separately.

5.5 Conclusion
This chapter addressed the problem of presenting stereoscopic tone-mapped HDR
images on 3D LDR displays and how it is different from the 2D scenario. Two experiments
have been conducted towards the objectives of this study.
In the first part of our study, we presented a subjective evaluation of tone mapping
operators on 3D images. We evaluated seven tone-mapping schemes, as well as LDR
capturing, in two aspects: 3D effect and overall 3D quality. Several TMOs were found to
have similar good performance. In general, there is no clear distinction between global and
local TMOs. All of the tested TMOs had significantly higher scores for 3D effect than LDR
capturing, which shows that capturing in HDR and then applying tone mapping produces
better 3D images than direct LDR capturing.
The second part of our study focuses on how the preferred level of brightness and the
preferred amount of details differ between tone-mapped 3D and 2D images. “Preferred”
means the best depth impression for 3D images and the best overall picture quality for 2D
images. Images at a large range of different brightness and detail levels were generated from
high dynamic range capturing followed by a tone-mapping process. We conducted an
intensive subjective experiment that allows participants to select 3D and 2D images with
their preference on brightness and details, respectively. Our results show that while people
selected slightly brighter images in 3D viewing compared to 2D, the difference is not
statistically significant. However, compared to 2D images, the subjects consistently preferred
having a greater amount of details when viewing in 3D.
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6

Thesis Summary

6.1 Significance of the Research
The future of high dynamic range (HDR) imaging technologies is bright. This is
because they have the potential of significantly increasing the viewer’s quality of experience.
Since almost all current displays support only a low dynamic range (LDR), it is desirable to
design tone-mapping schemes that convert HDR to the LDR format so as to enable the
viewing of images and videos using existing LDR devices. More importantly, existing
displays are also able to deliver better picture quality if the content is first captured in HDR
and then tone-mapped to LDR.
In this thesis we address the different aspects of tone-mapping, that bridge high
dynamic range technology and tone-mapping with video coding and 3D quality of
experience.
In Chapter 2, we consider a backward-comptible HDR video compression case where
only the tone-mapped LDR content (base layer) is compressed and transmited and the HDR
video is reconstructed by inversely tone-mapping the decoded LDR video. We present our
solution for finding an optimized tone mapping curve that significantly improves the
reconstructed (inversely-tone-mapped) HDR quality in backward-compatible high dynamic
range image/video compression. We develop a statistical model that represents an
approximation of the distortions resulting from the combined processes of tone-mapping,
compression, de-compression and inverse tone-mapping. We formulate a numerical
optimization problem using this model to find the tone-curve that minimizes the distortion in
the reconstructed HDR sequence. We also develop a simplified version of the model that
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leads to a closed-form solution for the optimization problem, allowing implementation in
real-time.
In Chapter 3, we consider the case where an enhancement layer that encodes the
difference between the orignal and the inversely-tone-mapped HDR signals is also
compressed and transmitted, in addtion to the LDR base layer. We present a new tonemapping approach that provides superior compression efficiency while preserving a desired
perceptual quality of the tone-mapped LDR video. We develop statistical models that
formulate the bit rates of each of the base and the enhancement layers, as well as the
mismatch between the resulting LDR base-layer signal and the predefined base layer
representation. The models are then incorporated in our optimization problem. The temporal
effect of tone-mapping is also considered in order to avoid flickering artifacts.
In Chapter 4, we present our color correction (also called color mapping) method that
is applied directly in the YCbCr color space. We derive a closed-form tone-mapping solution
for the Cb and Cr chrominance components, given the HDR-LDR mapping of the luminance
channel. This solution has significantly lower computational complexity because it avoids
processes such as color space transformation and up-sampling, which are required by the
conventional method.
Chapter 5 addresses the problem of displaying stereoscopic tone-mapped (HDR to
LDR) images on 3D LDR displays and how it is different from the 2D scenario. We first
present a subjective psychophysical experiment that evaluates existing tone-mapping
operators in the case where 3D HDR images are tone-mapped and then displayed on 3D LDR
devices. The second part of this study focuses on how the preferred level of brightness and
the preferred amount of details differ between 3D and 2D images, by conducting another set
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of subjective experiments. We analyze the results from the two sets of subjective tests to find
out which attributes of tone-mapping methods contribute to good 3D representation.

6.2 Potential Applications
The applications of tone-mapping include digital photography, video recording, digital
video broadcasting and medical imaging, for a wide range of modern capturing, transmission,
storage and display systems.
The two proposed tone-mapping operators in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 can be applied
within the framework of the bit-depth scalable video coding, an extension supported by the
major video compression standard H.264/AVC. The former one is more computationally
efficient, so it can be used for on-the-fly broadcasting; the latter one allows selecting a
desired visual style of the LDR video, so it can be integrated into any post-production
software which offers interaction between the user and the raw/unedited video. Regardless of
the applications, the two tone-mapping operators both deliver high compression gains as well
as satisfactory picture quality. The color correction scheme proposed in Chapter 4 can be
incorporated into any encoding system that supports backward-compatible HDR video
compression.
In addition, the low computational complexity of the proposed schemes in Chapters 2
and 4, allows these schemes to be embedded in video capturing systems which require low
power consumption and have limited storage space. A large consumer market for this
includes video cameras and video enabled mobile phones. Existing capturing devices only
allow real-time generation of tone-mapped still images (although they are marketed as
“HDR”). Our real-time tone-mapping approach (the closed-form solution) and colour tonemapping in the YCbCr domain, will be a good foundation in real-time generation of video. In
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a different scenario, where only HDR is transmitted, the proposed techniques can also be
added to the set-top-box in households and perform instantaneous HDR video tone-mapping
in order to render 8-bit signals for viewing on an LDR display.
The findings in Chapter 5 can be applied when developing a good tone-mapping
operator for 3D applications. A tone-mapping designed for 3D signals is essential since i)
combining 3D with HDR or with tone-mapping will significantly increase the perceived
picture quality, and ii) all displays for 3D images/videos will probably be of the LDR type
for some time. Moreover, regular 3D image/video recording can also benefit from our results
on the difference between 2D and 3D in viewers’ preferred brightness and detail levels.

6.3 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows:
 We first considered a backward-comptible HDR video compression case where
only the tone-mapped LDR content (base layer) is compressed and transmited and
the HDR video is reconstructed by inversely tone-mapping the decoded LDR
video. We developed a statistical model that represents how the distortions from the
joint processes of tone-mapping, compression, de-compression and inverse tonemapping arise. Using this model, we formulated a constrained optimization
problem that finds the HDR-LDR tone-curve which minimizes the expected value
of the distortions in the reconstructed (inversely-tone-mapped) HDR sequence.
We modified the above model so that it reduces the computational complexity of
the optimization problem and leads to a closed-form solution. The closed-form
solution is computationally efficient and has a performance comparable to our
developed statistical model. Moreover, the closed-form solution does not require
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the knowledge of QP (quantization parameter or quantization level), which makes
it suitable for cases where the compression strength is unknown.
We showed that the appropriate choice of a tone-mapping curve using the
distortion models we developed can significantly improve the quality of the
reconstructed HDR stream that is inversely tone-mapped from the encodeddecoded LDR video
 We then considered the case where an enhancement layer (that encodes the residual
signal between the orignal and the inversely-tone-mapped HDR signals) is also
transmitted in addtion to the LDR base layer. We developed a global (spatially
invariant) tone-mapping operator that minimizes the overall bit rate of both the
base layer and the enhancement layer while preserving a desired perceptual quality
of the tone-mapped LDR video content. We derived two statistical models: one
formulates the bit rate of the base layer and the other formulates that of the
enhancement layer. In order to achieve good perceptual quality, we also developed
a model of the mismatch between our resulting LDR signals and a preset tonemapping method. Using a favorable preset TMO as the baseline of the LDR quality
guarantees that the resulting tone-mapped video looks pleasant. We incorporated
these three models in our optimization problem. Our results showed that the
proposed solution provides superior compression efficiency with a desired
perceptual quality for the tone-mapped LDR video.
To minimize flickering artifacts, we derived an analytical expression that models
the temporal consistency between consecutive resulting LDR frames as a function
of tone-mapping parameters. Incorporating this model in the constraint of our
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optimization problem successfully avoids flickering artifacts, which is problematic
for some existing tone-mapping methods as they are designed originally for still
images. This constraint also improves the coding efficiency because the temporal
difference between two consecutive frames in the tone-mapped video is reduced.
 We derived a chromatic mapping method for tone-mapping that works directly in
the YCbCr color space, which is most commonly used for video applications, but
unfortunately all conventional color correction (color mapping) methods for tonemapping require converting the signal to the RGB domain. Our method relies on a
closed-form mapping solution that has significantly lower computational
complexity as it avoids processes such as color space transformation and upsampling which cannot be avoided by the conventional methods.
 We investigated the problem of displaying tone-mapped 3D content using
stereoscopic LDR displays. We first conducted a subjective psychophysical
experiment that evaluates the quality of 3D LDR images that result from using
existing tone-mapping operators (TMOs). To the best of our knowledge, it is the
first attempt to assess TMOs for 3D visual signals. Our results showed that
capturing in HDR and then applying tone mapping produce 3D LDR images with
better quality than those obtained by direct LDR capturing. We then undertook
another set of subjective experiments to find out the viewers’ preferred levels of
brightness and scene details in each of the 3D and 2D cases.
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6.4 Suggestions for Future Research
The introduction of high dynamic range video technologies can only be a long-lasting
success if a large amount of HDR video content is available. This requires HDR video
capturing to be cost-effective and easy to achieve technically. Unfortunately, current
technologies suffer from either complicated hardware setup, such as using beam splitters
with multiple LDR cameras [11], [12], [13], or from extremely expensive HDR camera
sensors [14], [15], [16]. These two drawbacks will deter regular consumers from using HDR
video recording, which slows the evolution of the HDR market. These problems could be
addressed by allowing a simple stereo setup consisting of regular cameras with different
exposures, placed side by side. Possible future work would be that of studying how to
combine all the views (that have spatial disparity and exposure disparity) into an HDR signal.
Another issue worth exploring is the exposure difference among the cameras so that HDR
reconstruction can be achieved while the number of cameras used is minimized. This camera
setup might have the added advantage in that if an HDR representation is produced for one of
the views, then we may be able to produce HDR videos for any other views. Consequently,
3D HDR videos can be obtained.
The compression gain of HDR videos can be improved by changing the components in
the encoding engine to be more HDR oriented. Rate-distortion (RD) optimization is used
inside the compression system for making coding decisions. Current solutions to the RD
optimization problem are all limited to LDR distortion assessment models. Applying HDR
quality metrics [69], [115], [116], [117] in the formulation of RD optimization can improve
the quality of the resulting coded HDR video. In the future, we would like to investigate
modifying the RD optimization process, using distortion evaluation metrics that are designed
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for HDR signals. A challenge arises from the fact that video encoding is a block-by-block
process while the existing HDR-specific metrics require information of the entire frame. A
solution may be achieved by using temporal information and knowledge of adjacent frames,
together with the blocks that are already reconstructed in the current frame.
Tone-mapping the left and the right views independently might result in different
brightness and detail levels in the LDR versions, even if the tone-mapping parameters are set
exactly the same. This may happen to both global and local TMOs when a light source is
blocked in one view while it appears in the other view. Another possibility for global TMOs
is that the brightness in the non-overlapped areas of the two views (i.e., the left edge of the
left image and the right edge of the right image) differs significantly. For local TMOs, this
undesired phenomenon might also stem from the fact that the same object captured by two
cameras can have different structures. A topic for future work could be designing a tonemapping method that jointly considers the information in the two views in order to generate
images high in detail which is consistent between the views.
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Appendix A – H.264/AVC Intra Coding Error Model (pC)
Let

, be the original and decoded values of a LDR pixel,

respectively. We denote by
shifted by a factor

the probability that decoded pixel luma level has

from its original luma level.

For a specific image,

can be estimated by subtracting each pixel value of

the de-compressed image from that of the original image and then fitting a distribution for
these differences by sampling such distribution on a large set of compression-distorted
images. Let

be equal to

. We found that the probability can be well approximated

with the General Gaussian Distribution (GGD):

 ( ,  )   [  ( , )| |]
e
2  (1 /  )

PC ( :  ,  ,  ) 
Where

denotes the mean,

parameter. The functions

and

is the standard deviation and

(A.1)
denotes the shape

are expressed as follows:
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(A.2)



(m)   t m1  e t dt , z  0
0

(A.3)

and (A.3) is called the gamma function. In order to find a GGD fitting, the values of ,

and

need to be assigned. The distribution mean is set equal to 0 since all compression schemes
make every effort to keep decoded pixel values unchanged. To find the standard deviation ¾
and the shape parameter
regression. Note that

and

that best fit the image histograms, we use the least square
vary for different images and different values of quantization

parameters (QPs). Fig. A.1 shows example error distributions and the resulting fitting curves.
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Fig. A.1.: Error distributions fitted with GGD distribution curves. Yellow bars denote the
histogram of the compression error and dash black line is the fitted GGD curve.

We collected the estimated

and

for a large number of images and for different QPs

using H.264/AVC intra-frame mode. Fig. A.2 demonstrates the results of
value of QP for different images. We found that

and

and

vs. the

can be well described by the

functions of QP:

  a  QP 2  b  QP  c

(A.4)

  1  e ( d QP g )

(A.5)
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where a, b, c, d and g are constants equal to 0.00625, 0.12457, 1.2859, -0.1 and 1.32,
respectively.

Fig. A.2.: The standard deviation and the shape parameter vs. the value of QP for
H.264/AVC encoding over a large pool of images. The blue circle corresponds to a single
image at a certain QP. The red line is the averaging curve used to remove the image
dependency.

We also modeled the error distributions for H.264/AVC predicted frames (P frames),
bi-directional predicted frames (B frames) and JPEG compression. We found that their
compression errors can be well estimated by GGD too. Please refer to the supplementary
documents (http://ece.ubc.ca/~zicongm/tmo_hdr_enc/HTMLReport.html) for details.
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